
      

Dear Jin, 6/24/78 

There was a period oi about an hour and a half early this morning in waich I could 
not sleep although I intended to. I did deze infrequently and I did think a bit only to 
have the thoughts interfered with by the dozing. I'd done to ded early to rest more but 
was up as usual afte less than six hours. e 

Twice yesterday I had difficulty wajxing stright and had to ferce myself to walk at 
all. Once was in the morning, when I took lil to the grocery store, once after supper 
when we returned from getting me the step-at~-a~time gadgets for casing the withdrawal 
symptoms of stopping smoking. In the morning, -hen it had been 16 or more hours since 
I'd had a cigarette, it was worse, with my head unclear, too. Almost as though I were 
going to pass out. I got a pack of cigarettes, smoked onc and gave the rest to 45a to 
hide fom me. I also got and ate 4 candy bar for the quick energy, then returned to the 

car and sat and waited for Lil. It #id not influence my head in the evening but I could 
not waik easily, had tc force myself and then at a slow pace. I did force myself for 

close to a half hour, belieting I should for the exercise and help to circulation. But 

it did tire me. In fect, = was tired vefore then. Slept sitting up through the last 
helf of the CBS news. 

I've not had time for physical exercise more vigorous than walicing and have to 

await the full effect of the herbicides before I return to mowing but I dé not think 

the lack of more vigorous exercise accounts for it. I've begun to swell again and went 
back on the diuretic this morning. I'm not ceftain how much is from addiction but I believe 
some is. Once before 1 aamost sblit my head when I tried to cold turkey an end to suoking. 
I don't believe it is ell psychological after 50 years of the habit. 

Anyway, it is not an easy tine for me, Without this i$ would not be easy, cither. 

Not being able to return to Rkeep is rare. Generally I fall abkeep almost when ny 

head is down and return to sleep if I awaken without difficulty. Generally I'm not awake 
or awake again until about 4330. 

I was trying to take stock this morning. As best I could conciude I did conclude 

that I'm being wasted and that my efforts to deter this have been blunted. I believe 

that one of the means of blunting this has been your reluctance to let me go after the 
Government's lawyers. I believe that unless and until we do there is absolutely no 
Possibility that they will not continue to waste me, keep me from doing anything I can 
call worke 

Igok back on 1996 for the past two years and ask yourself what do we have that we 
did not have on its ways as of two years ago? The actual answer is not that we got much, 
as we did, but that a) we got nothing that we were not getting in any event and that after 

two years we $) still have to go after whet I sought, what was withheld, 
If there is no defeinitive answer to the questoon "why" I believe what comes closest 

is your backing off from your Singgpore decision to go after the government's lawyers 

and what they had done. (YOu may recall I did as much work as a book would have required 
while you were they and every single bit of it was totally wasted.) 

After the last of tie deliberate misrepresentations by government lawyers in court 
you agreed for me to file en affidavit addressing this. I rsuehd it to you and I made a 

lengthy effort to explain why I believe it is important for this to have been filed go 
that they would heve ample time to reach before the status call of this coming Monday. 
If you have filed it you have not told me. I believe you have not filed it, 

There are these great tims pressures we both face. Bach thing we fo is at the cost 
of something we do nots do. And we may never know what is right. But I believe, righ ly 

of wrongly » that the avproach I've been wanting to teke for a long time is the essential 
one. “f I do not know how it would have worked out (although I do have some beliefs on 
this) I do imow how not taking it hes worked out. For me it is disasterous. I look back 
on two years of non-ppoductive work. What has been productivef has taken relatively 
little time. lite 2155 - a yard week and it was over.



    

What do we have in the Da@ias case now? A vepetition of 1996, the arrozation of the 
eight te withhold most of the records on the ground they have been provided from HQ files. 

Now do you think that ina wy age and my condition I can fight thie as I fought i+ 

(getting nowhere) in 1996? 
The way we are going they can essily waste the rest of what life I havs remaining. 

Most of what I had to take time reading in 1996 was not even suited for toilet paper, 

in terms of my own work. It has other values that mean nothing to me and my work. It was 
an Sumk impediment to ny work. For not less than a year and a half the litigation has 
prevented my making any use of what I've obtained in or from it, has prevented my doing 
any writing. This is a great futility and it represents a way of spending my tine that 
I think we cannot justify. 

I think we have to avoid a situation in which we engage in the normal tituals of the 

law, the intellectuel sophistries of lawyers in which they tilt with each other in the 

ways they are taught. These gain nothing for us and waste much for use 
We should neverhave permitted the imposing of the consultancy om me. = we did we 

whould never hevey permitted the gross and deliberate misrepresentations of it by govern= 
ment cpunsel. 4 we now make some efforts along that line the timing is not oeeety as 

good or as right. 

This is incredibly abusive of me, as I think you have not stopzed to consider. I let 
these corrupt people waste me and then lie to a judge about it and do nothing but permit 
meself te be wasted? 4nd what remains of my self-respect if T do nothing in opposition 
to it? 

The tine oreseures impose great limitations upon us but I sam not going to accept 

all these lies und misrepresentations without a vigorous reaction that I would rymemé 

prefer to be in the record. In fact I believe it is essential that it be in the record 

in the interest of the Act and as one of the means by which we might deter both of us 

being wasted to nullify our worke 

If there is anything wrong with ay affidavit on the government lawyers please correct 

it, have it retyped, and I'll pay for the costs until you recovér then. It is possible 

that from tje haste or not being able to locate some of my records I may have made a 

misteke but I am certain there is nothing in it that is not faithful to the situation. I 

am also certaijithat it was an essential prerequisite to the status call that will be 
over before you can read this. We simply can't be spending all out time defending what 

ought not have to be defended to begin with and this is what we've bsen doing. There is 

no chance I cen exyect to l#ve long enough to survive the consequences as there is also 

no chance of my ever getting time for any other work from this kind of procodure. 
I do want this filed and I do want the govarmmont to have to face it and T do want 

the judge to be aware of it and I do want it as a means of the judge escaping the 

consequences of what she hes made possible. Above all I do want this as an effort to 
end what these people have been doing and continue to do to mee Without it they will never 

stop ite Witness Metcalfe's promising a copy of thea Pallas inventory more than two months 
ago and not peesiaiins it, my saying I will not accept theit selection of the files i'M 

to get and their makings this selection despite that and without a single word from him to 

youe Please come to understand that I am perishable and this will never end the way we 

abe permitting it to zoe As I told you ween 1 gave it to you you can disown it for all I 
care, merely provide a memorandum in which you stats you client has asked you to file it 

to bring what your clinet wants before the court, But I do want it before the judge, as 

we had agreed not for the first time yet without it being done for the first time. 

Ne also have become rigid and can,te Ye just cen't waste your precious time in xxk 

what is essentially quixotic tilting at their windmills. Sure you are now entitel to 

decent fees and I'm anxicus Yor you to obtain them because of what they can mean to you 

and to your capabilities. But those fees are safe, with the possible execptions of the 

appeals in 144& and 226. I will want te address these vith you separately if I do not 
get it it in wriitng. I've dnot yet decided what to do when the Dallas records come 
today, if they do. I may ignore them except for duplicating the worksheets so I can have
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a set for you on Monday. If they come today. They should have beoa here day bevore 
yesterday. 

I can see better fees for you and I am anxious for you to get them. 
I would also like to be able to Figure what future I have ang how to make it less 

ineffecieht. There is no means of this hap ening except from damage suits. We have been 
talking avout them for two years. I think the time has come from an abrupt switch to 
them, letting whatever else has to slike become secondary. I think they can be much 
less secondanrvy by a change in our tacties and strategy but if t ey have to become 
secondary, let them. The real time pressures for me are on these damage suits. I believe 
the chances of collection are very good if the statute dues not rune I believe tnsre may 
be somereasonab,de prospect of out-of-court compromises that we could accept. And while 
the Zield from which * night be able tc obtain an assistatit is now considefable narrowed 
there is nothing aside from a uerk iengthening of the yoars I may still expect that does 
or Can Mean as much to me as being a le to pay an assistant. 

If I cnz face the fact that my physical capabilities arc diminished end lose no 
sleep from this recognition you need not avoid ite It has to be faced of I'll sontinue 
to be wasted{ and the work I micht yet do will go undenes 

TE there are returns from sult ases there is no probalae with how to use them. Yell 
is two years past the point where I cbtained the proof that guarantees a minimum of 
sore than $5000. i'ye offered up to 100% of this for fees and that should ake the suit 
no drag on counsel, 

But I am concerned about the Shaw decision because it alsers ali I expected could be. 
4¢ means that these efforts have to he nede while I live end that additional efforts must 
be made by those who lose from my death. In this exsemve do not have what Shaw oad, a 
mere estate, although there is that, We have nany other considerations I'd like to have 
tine to discuss with you and Howard as soon as he is located in DC and cag spare a little 
tine for it. 

We have ti talk about GdA very soon. I think all it requires of you is obtaining 
co-counsel an: I think you have no real problem there. This has many importsnces for mee 

We have to talk about filing damage suits against those officials who have damaged 
me and we have to include the archive I will leave as ec-plaintiff., This say require 
@ more formel establishment of it. “aybe if Dave's really dynamic chancellor does not 
run for the nimination he may be able to give this some troughs. The man impresses me 
enormously. 2 has kmow-hows and he is a sharp anelyst of political matters. We also 
must, as you seid, read the Shay decision. 

We have to make an abrupt shift of emphasis. We have to do it ranidly. We have tc 
ind weys in whick we can accomplish what he have set out te accomplish without drisgling 
years avay in the effort - and .e can. We have to come to an understanding of what can 
te most productive and not remain in 5s situ:tion in which ws merely react. We may have 
come to where we should consider abandoning some efforts to concentrate on others. I do 
find myself wondering sbout both or all three aprpeala, Lews/life pix, Woich moan Bekhe 
little to me now if it takes any amount of work for yous spectro and 1448, I'd much orefer 
that th: later two be handled as political matters, which they ave, with the mininua 
effort on the legalities. 

We do require more flexibility, not easy when we have no time to sit bacx and think 
things through. We can churn the seme ground 1iftinf water out of a Streau, kKketonx 
like animals do in primitive lands, but that smoun: of water today méans very iitcle to use 

Let us try wo Pind tliac for sittiag Gown, tulcdiag this though and then doing what 
we agree toe I don t want a situation in which I spend weeks draf ting affidavits that get 
forgetten or 2 situat oo in viadeh + have to rscogmize twat it is a futility for we to 
draft affidavits. The last one is not the only one of these. 

; after you have time to think of these things 1 hope you can consult with Howard and 
Dave about theme They are oppressive and very limitin: to me. ests
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ee may 16, 1978 4,18 *, 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 1 - Legal Counsel 

Route 12 - Old Receiver Road Attention: Charles Mathews 

copy of the Gocument a handwritten notation which would _ 
“pot have been on the document received at FBIHQ. In proceasing 

Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Welsberg: 

Enclosed herewith ace 358 pagea of Gocuments 
from the Memphis Fiel¢ Office Sub G File as processe‘, 
according to the stipulations agreed to concerning the 
Processing of field office files. In reeponse to your 
latest requast, the entice releasable portion of the Bub 
G file is being forwarded as a review of correrpondence 
froa you falledt to disclose the volume numbers of those 
Sub G voluses which you state you have rot received. 
Also there is a discrepancy as te the number of volumes 
to which vou are referring. In you letter dated October 20, 
1977, the mumber you give fe six, while in your Motion 
for Partial funmmacy Judgment, C.A. 75-1996, the number 
given is four. 

Yt {s noted that according to FBI recorés, the 
entire Bub G file wae provided to you e# a part of the __ oe 
enclosure to our letter dated Septenber 29, 1977. Also, 
upon advisement that you hac not received certain volumes 
of the Gub G file, a copy of the requeated wolumes was 
provided to your attorney, James Lesar, at PRI Headquarters 
(FBIHO) in November, 1977. The PBI poses no orjection 
to the release of the Sub G file to you, ovr handling 
ef thik matter being based upon our records that all Sub 
G files hod been previously provided to you. 

The Memphif Plela Office Bud G file consists 
of 40 wolumes. Pursuant to the provisions of the aforementioned 
stipulations, any Cocuments ehich had originally been 
@irected to FEIHQ would not be released from the field 
office files, unless there appeared on the field office -.{..» . 
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i, Mr. Harold Weisberg 

"for in this release. This release is being made at the 2 _— specific request of Departmental Attorney Betsy Ginsberg.::_.- =. 
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the Memphis Sub G file with tegard to these standards, 05°. {t was determined that 21 of the 40 Sub G volumes 6i@ ~~ ‘ not contain cocupents which requirec release, Addcitionslly, One of the remaining 19 wolumes (volume 23) was a duplicate Of another Bub G wolume (volume 22) from which documents were to be celeased. This results in the release to you of documents from 18 of the 60 Budo G volumes. 

Your patience and cooperation are appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Allen H. McCreight, Chief 
Preecow of Information- 

Privacy Acts Branch 
Records Management Divizion 

1 - James H. Lesar, Esq. 
1231 Fourth Street, BS. w. 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Ms. Betsy Ginsberg 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General ———CSSSSSSS a Attention: Mr. Doug Mitchell 

NOTE: The entire Memphis Murkin Sub G file as processed is being released to Mr. Weisberg. The Bureau has previously released this file to mr. Weisberg by our letter dated September 29, 1977, and later delivered to Mr. Weisberg's attorney, James Lear, a copy of the Sub G wolumes which we had orally been advised Mr. Weisberg was missing. As Mr. Weisberg contends he still is not in receipt of certain of the Sub G volumes, the Bureau is again making a release of the Sub G file. This release has been thoroughly. checked and all volumes of the Sub G file are accounted 
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EXHIBIT 2 

aemo for John “sartingh et al lor 11/1 WT wer. ting Harold Weisberg 11/ 10/77 

Last night 1 finished reviewing a selection of the field office files I had laid 

aside for syccial purposes. 1 wil) sive you some of the questions rolating to couplianos 

I noted in th m while reviewing them for other purpovese 

I thinic, heowver, toad there le gue’. of thepast that ig relevent auu that while you 

may wnt me to forget tt bvcause you have ignored it 1 an not prepared to forget it. I 

will not bave tlue to crganlae and rvorgantive thwee, Thay will be off the top of the head. 

Aside from the large number of migeing attachments in your proces ing of the PSTHy 

files you noted quite a large number of recorde that war: withheld because they were 

referred to others. These othere ranged from the Departmant to State to Cla. If I have © 

reosived a single one of these i do mot recell it. Thes» go back for months, to the very 

begiuning of the proceaning more then a year Agde ‘ 

You huve told me vervally that you have had no response. I do not believe this is any 

more than stonewalling. I believs thoes necerda ars required for coupliance. They are still 

withheld, which to me meuns no compliance. I suggested a call or other effort with those 

you aay haves aot reupoaic . i think they would prefer that to a word from the judge. You 

have given me nothing showing any efiort to obtain response from thosu peoples Moreover, 

with the determination that thie 4a an historieal case and the new directive from the 40 

now a half~yeur old tiers appears to be virtually no gxemption that can be alaimed for 

those recorise 

Thies is true of other police apmneisca. In June 1 offered you a coupromise, write a 

letter to the Mounties and have them state in writing that the records relating to the 

Ray investigation are raquiced to be withheld for real p-lice nesds und I vould ascept 

their response. tou have not given me a copy of any auoh letter and T am certaink ef the 

reason -— thera is nothiny in those records that need be withheld if, Indeed, there is 

basis for it with all that the FHL has leaked and all that was represented to the Tenne 

courts over a verdod of years. Tho mame goes for Buglanud and Fortugal. For ali you Lave 

withheld all names when all are vablic and were they not in ay view did not qualify for 

withholding. The viors ridkculous aru those subpoenaed ay witnesses and those who bald 

press conferences, where you even withheld the nawes of those who held these preas 

conferonces. Add Hextoo, for it ap-lies there. Plus the fact that she La fleld oflice 

files disclose ‘uerta Villarta investigations and reports that should exiat and are not 

provided, like thu 4/10/68 ccport that a guest there hic killoa Kiuye 1 can t imagine 

an Agent reviewlnj: thous kinds of regorts without recognising that sowething had to follow 

the initial report to the ui field offiew. (That was so oarly iu the iovestigation the 

lamndry warks had just oeen identified and the LA angle with them.) Include the sume with 

regard to “eaphia polier, a question ft heave ruised without reayponse anu the withholaing 

ef those non-secret nawas. All these aspects relate to coupliance and good faith. 

‘he question of orime-soune pictures remains unresolved. 1 have not had time to check 

my notes on thia. The notea are too voluainuous. but 4 have locates the note to ayself if 

1 aid not aleo write you about the fact that the deseriptions of these pictures anid the 

nuiber of tiom do not’ match what you have provided. There can be no coasushon with the 

pictuss the Wi'0 took in “ovember because all of these wore prior to t.e taking of the 

November pictures. That some were medical pictures noither complicates it nor resolves 

the problew, the descriptions and the ploturea provideu are not identieial, in fact or 

in nuuber. 

In writing you earlier on the item of aurveiliance I believe I may have forgetten to 

give you spactfies 1 think I really do not have to give you oa dames kari Ray. Where you 

originally withheld with Jerry Kay you have not since provided what you withheld. The indie 

eationa arn of a black bag jo on the Papperae I raised this question withou® any response. 

Ray was the subject of nuoh surveillance baginning in London. 2 hava the records that 

reflect it. This wan continued in Mewphia i.here again I have the records reflooting it. This 

dp how the sheriff learned that Hay waa sbout to withdraw from hiv agresmsat to cop a plea.



the sheriff intercepted all hia mail, including with counsel. He gave all to the FBI. 
@ also gave all to th: progscuter. Jip ant I obtained 2 cepy of the written directives 

on this aml put it in the record of tho evidentiary h aring. (This du thu one I had 
indexed for Jim in 1975, the indax the Ful deelined te accept for assistance fo pro= 
cessing th se records ut is.ua.) Your own pecordea refleot that on odcaaton the PSI 
receive: copies even beiors tha prosecutor ddd. i can give you details without end tiut 
you do not reaily uesd. The interceptions were undo Captain Smith, the wan rosponad ble 
for the copying was Adsialotrativ. Us Licyd uhedes, son. went bo Gil Canele purcsodaliy 
and others to ons your r.cords note ia « graduate o. the FBl Academy, Hutchison, You have 
aot provided the capla. of the tuteruepted letters particularly with counsel. This, too, 
began in HKi.land. To the best of & my knowledge the intereuption of my correspondence with 
Ray never stopped. Se nevar receive! ry First Lutter. «hile 1 am net ubout te identify 
any of my official sources on the chance some were not picked up on surveillance you 
should know that they aca vcood ard accurate ones frow the confivantion ef even the specific 
detaile I yxve fon Wiseman at our first meting, the ons that led to contacting the FO, 
1 gueaa Iocan toll you because of the rurber ef thes that my sources ranged froa those 
who were Ray's jallors, thoee 10 the same cell with him, to fairly high police officials 
and to the prosecution. Not avery Memphis official was in agreswent with the practises. 
Moreover, while tne revords i've reuveived do not reflect it, the local aguante spent wuch 
time With the pregae Yrou Jauen dtwne You ave utili aldonoiddug hick erren tafomaation 
Jensen personally yuve reyurtera | know. This is but one example. There are WADY e 

Relatively recantly there ras a Jack Anderson column relating to one desaribed as 
an FRI informer by the name of Manfred Baran, 4¢ says he was in the Ray o@ll during the 
eviduntiary hearing. Thin was Oetober g 1974. I believe I know “Manfred Buron" as 
"Pat San Williana." I also waa in that coll bleck at that time. On ssveral ocesastone Jim 
Was with me. If It believe 1% is passing strange that ith all the alleged concern fer — 
Bay's seourity he and « ran of Haron/Wilitame' repetation were 4n the saws cell I thiak 
dt ia no les. strange that you have not provided a sinzle record on this. 1 imow sone thing 
about thie inan’s aareer, anough details not limtted to a de-cription t at te ase sto 
wmique. Gging alony with this while there are records indicating sowe coverage of the 
evidentiary hvering, evon repested checking siwth the clerk of gourt, thers in no record 
of the challenge to the ''sI's evidence, even with the exiatenee of records in what * have 
showin, the Hy interost in ate 4m example is the lab work end Frasier in pertioulare 

The recordyg 1 have reflect the release to othursa ef records not provide to me. 
There was & desi worneu out vita “ing peuple to let tiem have sous, for whish in some 
Sases releanes wore obtained. I havem nuntioned thia before. I have had no response. 

The lacx of respouse extends to the ayecifies + gave you, ae i recall in some cases 
with copies of records, at our # %use nucthogae Thal was a long tins uo. 

I mentioned that the N.0. field office has relevant records on me in what I wrote 
you kere reveutly. t believe 1 also tel: you tnat this has toe dnolude the mutter of the 
exico sxctch snd the somculled "tramp" pieturs from esley Plaga. I've just thought of 

none thing else: It should Laslude what relates to a couple of my sore dubious sources 
who wore fixed up for souwe very dubious work with a well-«nown FBI/D) informer in Saten 
Rouge. They were in touch with me from “aton Houge while thia waa golue on. Thay were 
fixed up be a wali-known DJ parsonality of the period. J met him severul tines during that 
period, once by accident. His newe hae uight letters. ‘our inforwer's ie aix, the famous 
case in five. On this thare ary other related withholdings I've specified without response. 
These should be relevant Mesiphis recorde .'ve alao not been yivene In fact therak is a 
total void on this frou Heaphis. In Hemphis it should be in more then one set of pocerds. 

With the foregoing i've varying dugrees of prevf. if 1 ean now find it these extand 
to tage-crcorded Pins daturviawee bas ono spudt util > meme talicing Lute my tape recorder, 
turning it off only ones that L can recall. This one also vig a BNDD informer. Where I have 
less proof but os falrly osurtcent that if 1 have te 1 oan provide enough includes othar 
ites like the late Judge Battle. I have difficulty believing that the FHL has no records



relating to his untimely death, particularly because it was initially feared to be a 
homicide. i've intersiewed those who were davolved when it waa believed to be a hemialde. 
Jin was with me when 1 interviewed one, in his own office, using even his tape reco rder, 
which sas deter than imine. It is not easy to buideve that with all that hung on that 
mysterious death, and by thia I mean what hung for the FBT, 4¢ had no records on this 
ahd all those cecorda nbout the woman who bere the Lisi, aificant Ubarlos Cabbage a bastard. 
In addition, Judge dattle bad a practise af giving the FRI letters he received, I recell 
getting only one, one » cltinen askeu bia to forward to Kay's defense counsel. The good 
judge of sainted civil rights memory apparenty believed the FHL was Kay's defense. 

You kee, telling me that there are ho higher-level files to svarch but there are sone 
that did extat even if you claim ther: are ogly the central files, the others being 
destroyed regularly. an example is the Dirsctor's files. How many cabinets of Hoover's 
wers there? Thirty so.e? Nothing oa King or any sapuct of thia raquost or the formulation 
of it by the D- partment? 

I hope we don t gvt into the kind of situation reflected in the Hitt affidavit. 
Washington wanted fn affidavit atteating to nothing out of the way relating to Ray's rights 
ami illegal seizures of evidence and SAC Hdtt provided it from Atlanta. sut the agent who 
did the black~hag job is lurgesa, who repprted an ite successes to fiitt and to the Bureau. 

- The obit in this sorning’s iost reminds me of the virtually total anonymity for the 
late Willian Sullivan in the morc than 440,000 pages I've gone over. Ho aloo had me files? 
He made not a single note that was preserved? Nothin: at all with regard to the really 
intensive political opsrationa againat King? ana didn t Ye go to Hauphie lesediately te 
take charge? Would you believe it if I told you something Like that? 

hile going over the rmeoords yesterday and iaat night I made _ few notes relating 
to coupliance, really non-compliance. I do not attempt to corredat:: them. I also put 
aside a fe. copies 1 can: show you to illustrate the points in some and other instances. 

At our tweting wtter the 11/2 calendar vabl I tol: you and Jherles that 4 huve been 
given no record of any investigation of the mailing of the Bifmingham bank's dafe depoait 
kay froe. Jaton Rouge. It was called to the attention of the N.0.P0. im its 157-10673=26%. 
There is a real problem with this that the FL would never have red: the date given 
Predates Ray's departure from Los Anysles on that trip. It ia 12/13/67. 

WhO 44—70%-47 is incomplete as provided. Whether or not there vere sore pages thin ia 
ene of those copied crockedly, eliminating the Serial. 

Pictures: if ay recol.uction of the dv filey on others is dnoorrect unoag the HEU filea 
that may hold further references are Subs A and D. 

There rewain the wltuhold polidieal pictures for witch there is the privacy aleima i 
believe 4s frivolous in general ond ridiculous in specifica where you have provided sueh 
pictures as xevoxed from the publiched. (Didn't you copy the copyrighted in that?) You have 
Alao withheld the names of those whe took the pictures, even where they are know to those 
in the plotures, wore because in gous caaas they ackod permission to take the ploturia. Une 
of the .hotog apifers is ernest Withers. Hy was at the crime scene shortly after the ahooting. 
He also took picturse of individuals who figure in the political files and relating to 

the strikes. I noted one reference to him to give you reason to believe he was not a total 
mystery to tio BGO AYO =» 44—1007~518. "a net certain of the Serizl. jt ia uncleer. I 
am pretty confident there is a separate Mile on him in Meaphise 

He and Couw are not the only black photographers at the orime scene at the time of the 
crime. (Nor whee there no white photographers.) I recall no single mention of Soagmane Cole 

field. I am not certain of the spelling but i¢ 18 cloue. She was then with a St. 
black paper. She leter moved to baltduore, + understand. +



Thi: remind me, you have been allent about the question 4 raised, questions, really, 

bout tho withholding from the LA /O record predicting how 1 wae going to wreck the FHI. I 

believe that record was not the only one, or | think two. The mam of the source was 

withheld. iry the name Jharach for accuracy. “ou don,t have to for aizae Sot only did you 

withhold this and continues to withhold it after the au'a atatement of polivy on primacy- if 

he is the one he wax a very public figure than. He alao would £14 other parts of the requestae 

Like CTLA. 

Atlants 2avos report. 4 believe L've raise:! thin L fore and offered you wy oopy of ite 
But you continue to withhold it afte: ali the great attention to the content, much and 
often on Joust-to-coast SV mot linktead to Diue “regory. accomiing bo atlanta 44~2586-1495 

you personally phono: about this 6/23/77. This aleo happend to be after the 5/5 aG poliay 
Statement. bevlale 2952 ani 2355 ure retevaut. 

You have not recponed to my asiing about the guy with the bum eteer to the Les 

angeles Mmes. While in th: later records you stopped witholding th: name Lester Edward 

Packett failing to replons the sarlier ones introduces confusten end uncertainty. When 
the source was the presa 1 can t see where any exemption applied to begin with. 

There wt soue cscoria tlating to a suapeot but ac résppnees to we. Lhe aource was 

David Gaines. Two oitationa are WFO 44-703 (remember I tolu you that although he lived 
da the alexeandzia territory 14 waa alao WO - and you sul there wus no Alarandria than?) 

and Alexandria 44-149. the incident was near here, at the iiavaiian motel near Brunswick, 
Wd. That should be under our lool resddensy ami in turn wider daliiworve. 1jo values 
were redontacted after he phoned me. Anong the etill-withhold records this is at least qnem. 
1'4 ba surprised if there was uo Lawailaa choukdigge Host people would be shouked givom 

whet “Harrie” seid = and pre-exiating rvason, still withheld, to look inte it. In raising 

this with you curlier 4 usued you if the right nome is falaleye 2 would sbrongly encourage 

eerious consideration of the alternatives with tiis one and what fite with it. I have done 

some dork on it, Includiog iu boudciana. Jin 4s well cuad in on it. 1 have records of FE 

reoords that are relevant that you have not provided. Given the interceptions and copying 

of Hay 8 weil to se what oa told me 10 nob secret. There ia much than can be very eabarrasuing 

and to more then the Fil if all of this te aired in court. 

No respogse on Raul Eagquivel. I wrote, we discusved this as late as last week and I 
find 49 157106751253, N.O,. record I do not recall from Hy ZLlos, that Supervisor Long 
phoned and said he wanted Eaquivel interviewed. I recall no interview report. 

I told you about my friend Natt nerroa ani those records not provides from Nemphia. 

I know from hin that he was in contact with the FO at the time. He is referred to by the 

neme, bu coincidence, "Harris" tn one of several records that duplicate wiat he told the FO, 

but duplicate it only in part. A atill withheld part ~ and I am not sayin. this 1s the only 

one because it tan’t—- has to do with what Meri Lane has ben misrepresenting and misusing, 

the yanking of Ed Eedditt and the two black firemen. MYO did have a fow earlier records 

on that without reteronce to what he reportede AB you Know vy now 1 was com,letely accurate 

en this. 4e is a aspendable source even if he ia now naviguting sbipa on ecological 

adventures. of the #51 da abhli racing newsyaperae 

fwo relevant records ar- smoang, thow: 1 Located in those I've gue ove sinos we sete 

They are 44~19°/-9O and probably 152, part of which is lost in xuroxing. 1t is the last 

gentence of YO that ap.cars bo rever to 4er‘on as “ards.” 

On th: 2d I called b*ham 44~1740-411 to your attention with regurd to the skatch from 

Kexico, which it reports, und the “t:amp" pieture and with your cantinuing failures to come 

up with the copies I 1 ft for the FRI with the local re.ident agent after phoning about it. 

I recall no coyy of Serial 411 from demphis, to which it was aent, and nothing further by 

way of investigation. I do not recall receiving the copy of etther af the “two photographs 

of CLAUDE CHETEM MoLAL.N, JK., GASKMALNZRZAZK taken at Mexico City International Airport 

on April 8.1966." “his in probably bcause inly six copies of each were sent two two field 
officea.e I recall nothing from ly files on this. Memphis Sub B 56 ie Baltimore's 44-669 of 

5/3/68 to Dulles encleaims whet I gave the RALt manages to mies the point with reapect



to thes king as:aesinntion. Ballas’ 6/21/68 responny to baltimore, “enphis bub B, number 
unclear, reflecte no concern over the non-sequstur. itowever, 1% does supnly am an opinion 

fro. th eduter of the Mueo-Herald @ once would heave thougitk would not have bew Loat 

upon the ssl, in Hy or the various field offices,”"that the alleged newspaper artintés 
akyteh spreares to have bem. wade by someone who wes looking ot the ghote of the unknown 
lookalike..." I had the same notion vhen 1 phoned the iH. 

this is one o: the early itaua in ay requests. lr you are going tu clais tiat the 
FHI was not aware of what L told it even after a newspaps: editer knacks! them on the head 

over it 1 will inistsa that it be in writing and not what { might oall a Hitt—and=run 
affidavit, 

I don't balieve that Al Chapman is referred to in this Valles Airtel but be ap ears 
to nave callie. the sans thing to vallus 2) attention. 1 uudcsrateod be fere I even met hia 

that he was then a wamber of the «KK, which a Dallas report atatea. Ehapuan was also ny 
first vource or thease "traup" pietarea. Me ob ained them and others fron the photographers. 

Meanwhile, what bo: ened te whgt you have toid ths cour. about bever, never copying 

Copyrighted pictures, ineluding those copyrighted b; non-publication, like Louw'a? These 

were provided by xuvex fron the -et Buie save P'hame Vhs rest af thal story, notin your 

files, may interest you, Foromun's avorn version is that it was for « friend of hia at 
Tape, which maraged to have the Dellag paper's plotures witheut publishin» them Ray's 

is that he was offered 85,000 by foreman to make an ID of that photographed unimow. 

da fRaonl.” 

(Reminds wat Nev. came up with a couple of Kepuls. I revali no final inveetigations. 
Repacialiy not of tha Usne/lian ong aho nad 4 orimi:al record the udauscale part of whieh 
ia disclosed 1s fascinating to me from work I've done and the files provided do not 

duyiicatesdowever, the one suggested to me docs oxist in Buroau files a3 well ay those 
of the Criminallivisions. and the AG and DAG, a heve sowe copies, not. frou the FBI or 
ddractly irom theiis ) 

And cly:ce are the Jaltdmern recoc:a? IT tole vou. thers woul+ be ethers #loewhere. 

Ome of the Piles I . peotfied 1s thoae of NY FO. be it says in this Dallas Airtel, with 

ons of the newts & vave you, Trent Cough. Many recoria exiet thet arc relevant and are 

@till withhold. 

Atlanta's (157-ew) of 4/5/68, woteh 4. the mornin after the asvassination, was 
provided to me from ita 157-3094, where it is Serial 1. Now I recall no other regord froa 
this file. Ity Nurkin nusber ds 2566. “Avsdetgnt Dirvator SUluVale wants to be advised 
who sirote KING's Last specoh.” “vroege Horre phoned Hitt at 9220 a.m, so the Bureau must 
have Bevu real duterculece 22 I received tie: auswer 1 du not revali it. 1 am iusterestua, 

of courss, wo 1 aw dn any taps or traunsoript. It is the upeech im which he said he was 
fearing no man, that he had beon to the mountaintop, hed seam the proudsed land and was not 

afraid to Le 4ving there. Famapus last words, to coin a phrase. 

The official Jing is that the FEI was not than covering King. It did ocover that 
meeting. Those whs dia were inown te my tourees, ruportern who wore also there. Aside from 

your + operation great effort and tive went into the Sanitation workers’ atrike, of 
wrieh ih woe part, 

Atlanta 44-230-1234, Bulky, notes enlarged copies of maps of Atlanta amd Los Angeles. 
L dou't cure about the latter. I have only a portion of one or the former. + have no way 

of knowing wheth r or not it 4a thi: one or if ap ia all of it. What 4 have would [3% into 

a file vealder. Ft did not have to be Cite! with the Sulxys. I am intarested in the map 
gaid to have had four vlaces marked. My other written comaunications ubuut other mapa 

are without respunse. ['ve gone iute soma detail about the Haw Orleans uap that was sahuited 
back and forth Smmaodiexk between Yashtugton and memphis end I did axzacins it after it was 

treated for printing. 1t has a number of pluces marked. + believe i t.ld you 2 photey-aphed



moat of those places. Then yids and records aot provide! to me were ahoun to 4ey's firet 

lawyer, former SA arthur danes. f nave his sotes, whiici refer to aaterial not yet provided 

about thi: map and othar gvidenee. Like phone numbers. Lhe prossoutio; ddupigyed theve 
weterials to him because wige Battla orierad it. 

Birmdughas 44-1740, «ith an uncisar oumber that say refer to a Jub, hns a Serial 142 
Teporting my access to records in 1970 because of U.A.716—70. I believe there is a sirilar 
Loe Angalao atory. Hawvor, te noneccapliaice on this ta fairiy wideeapread, tnoluding the 
@P0's faiture to provi!) tha story 9411 -dagaurrangedx to be in the Washiugton Fost. 

1u43 from there 18 a signed statement from “ohn Webster Be Shazo. Wowovar, it ia 
limite: to an Ib of a picture, as are others obtainec than. How:ver, their proffered 

testiuony went such farthur. Nuither such statements nor 34 notes for ¥D302s8 covering 
this other evidenoe have been providec, although thers are rather detaiied notes welating 
to a meeting with an informer suo later. bong afte. th. guilty plea. Sy point is that 

there have to be other resorts, T an aware of aowe of the aaiteat that i. nod eongental 
to the ofrictal explenation of the crinic. 

“arial O99 mrlates Via liq plonau aud dictated "the actachea press release, which 

he (Supervisor 3421 Gunn) dictated to stenographers..." Jiot provided. “f couzse I'p 
ah Li_g curious about the content when thi. wus the provedure und it was tio day the Fal 

lodged charges of the cons .iracy it stountly maintains never extated. 4/17/68. Washing- 
ton's meenins modest, Lo clas a ULS pi vvuculLlvee 

“hicago's 44—<1114— 404 or 464, which would aspenr to have been sunt te cll Fos and 
Waa provide: by Chicago only, has content the basis of which was not provided by Chicago. 

#2 4t has been orovided fro¢ o her files I do not vecal’ {t. The dures ure " Seephoty— 
graphs taken by « woman couwpanion of the subject while he was in wexico ia the fall of 1967.* 
ZT recali ant have the photo, from Blake anc Wiseman. (It oacee it appvar that Jim y ages : 

goal faut in couparison .ith pictures of a few months later. 4e claims it is not a picture 

of him, by the way.) : , 

i have written you without reaponse about seeming xapo in the MPO files, of my belief 

thet I wus not: ant all you late: listed, and of the existeroe of a sort of list I later 

found when + loukec ut what you sent after receiviny: your list. The “empbis record becrs 
mo identifications. Lb as ivausu SW Flows malt. Dou wil Be mabivPalube IN Gd POLLUR 

ING FIies3" At the outuat additions were typed on, Later they were added by hand. I elno 
aske! 4f this aid not spcly ie the otuer POs ami Lf it aid why no auch ilsis were not 

provided. tarlior from fy files I raised the same quastion sat pate the gue request Dased 

On A vhnongo record. i wai pruwisod ‘ines: but have nut reoedved ties or any agsurence they 

do not exist. 

it is wy recollection that the Chicego rile liet from i refers to files from which 
I was not provide relevant records. 

Frou the Los angeles files there is the altrafarout without of the name and ether 

information relating io the publisher of the Tuskegee Tribune.” I'm sure 1 mentioned that 

ahe is mrs. Almena Lowuz. Tye record in yuestion is LA 44-1574—-0178. 

By vhe content of Surdal 1900 thare is relevant inrorzation not provided, the Fbl'a 
advance information about "a oe bovk cue to be releasad written by foruer Fal agent 
WILLLAK TURKEK which relates to the King assassination. xcGowan ofted chapter and page, 
which de pretty presclint foc a boun no’ yut relcaced. alco relatin,; to furner and nat to 

hdin alone thse LA ofiive is anong those that shoula have tiles on the aketch and picture 

At ever: were sont to all Me (ad that Hy filea ruliceting it unless way venory is flawed). 

I’m sure i told you mor:, including his uve of these pix in San Franeisco and by publicatiote 

Serial 1962 on Laws oefury te "cureau lutter uated 4, 21/7bo, untitied, "Amila RiuaTLONs, 

BESPGiSh TY CXLTICISA Ge Tit PB CUdvetilbG ALTIONS ToKBN aUal NST fuutTIN LUTHER KING, JR." 
I do not recall iuceiviug this, 2t also reminda we that you have neither provided nor 

responded about oy asicing repeatedly for what the FSD gave tie “hurch com.dttee and it



made pudlice avaus iv thy ou L beideveorovides the #aitta testinony. 1 hava out aside 
@ news story from Fel files ruflecting the fact that what you centinue to stonewall me 
Over was published ani ruowlees no up etal seurah hava ~ benn Loeateu for saad given to tae Yhurch com:ittee. This is avout and on the ovents of 4/28/68, the bus:neas of 
aut! oriaiyg a ners satocy iiding Bho ror ataydny at s. white hostelry an the bustoane 
of no black meagish uoleas he ig chosen by the foundin father. 

' 

tot vy Rebound. af what has beau provided Lrom weae ust “itis dw ti lola. tu what 
ds relevant to the King asasaavinatiuc, 19 @ ataor freotion of what exiats. If it is not maybe tive Poo would like tu borruw sous wo. bli tapes au. obtuer mate bale poople from out 
thers have sent me. Ue haa had very wach to say about the 23I, gt do if th: ustur that 
always attracted #82 inte ceat. qt alas has wns to be very ineexrrect. dere vag positions 
reversed would you believes there has beon coupliance from e4ther LA or on the aubjeot 
of lane in the “Log avuasaination files? Ur «bby “en, wno has ¢his big special ocomiiy 
up and LA had a = Tevord on ite dating to 1963. Whden 1s te way nothing about o hers dn asuvication witn “une, iike Donald ireed, who has wrhtten aud spoxen much avout thu FAI und ths idug case. 49 also has pushed avcuragy to a fault.) 

Hemphis sub -250 reflects that your people were, tov, there. Bxactly as i told you if not pech-ps th: gute lay. Zhe visit of wniten DT eure woo NOt Gu hives wil Siberia. 
flow about getting nexpiita to Painally Jewel on thie? lay wav there and the scl knew at und 
aso! ths cinute do atil. seoking to wor yeiuate Lie supprission Of Ate aa . ixtall hay 
algo have his registration, 1 think ou 4 259 Curd. I awoke tu both malda thoy interviewed, ae lage teh) about the ture they Lou! tuo egheteces ab ite. debel, wacs ge lect the 
@ay after the shooting. You an. Ralph way be dntoceuted 4: knowing, iY I have not told YO, 
that tis ts about idwro you tree: tha bear axai ths bag gal she shaviag <it. U Ay 40 alse the wotel when the shaving kit had an address on ité “one on! 

Sup & 105 of 10/27/1i5 aypears to refer tu ae and this sult, to pictures anc te othur recoma can't remember - did you pcravids themk later? Lescristiv. of othur ue ipa) pictures is Sub b tub. Vrior te wy sewlay thio you aske me by phone euout autopsy pleturos aa’ the line. I forget to ask you last weuk. L hove you have them towarrow. & cayt for the third in this list the othurs are thos: 1 told you interest me. These are among thos often and publicly displayed by the prnnecution anc the scedtoul sxaminer hi welt, * oelieve I tole 
you Jim hus a videotape of the medical examiner whowiir these plcturea at the “nav. of 
arizona. fell, belatedly I neve received from tha Agechive- fits recor of a lsattar ad ened y birecetor Keligy sov.rel ysers ago ou this subject. fhe BI no longer restricted the Ogwald autopsy pictur:a at the Archives. Yet thereaft. r withheld thease fron 1a? 

Serials 265 ent 6UY ap ear toe relute to other records about which 2 have written ani Spokin to you, the uPocarunce of ace gouudiy to be "Saude" gue other cues La the stops @ea about 2/68, The infermer's name does not interest re but more of the information dees, 
agp I've te dt you wtthout 2. pousee The avher offLone addieeaced Reve provides no colevasat 
records I can recal! seeing. , 

SubI—1O7 is « rather late withho.din, of a former fellow Prisouer’s onme duspite the 
4G und decpite the uso py UFK of Curtia and the al Lewed reporting of s Sousty on Aiding of 
whigh hay da supvoseii to have kiswm,. etween the writin by moadlien, who wrote that he had 
access ta the MO rocoma on: other through the proaccution ant the exrtensivy .ttantion to 
these sllegations, tr.ated as & zoupal by the Lepartment throurh its OM resort, there 
appeara tn fe to hrve heen a waiver Lf there vers baaia for thece withholdins=s o@ nanes, 
even Known names and as with Curtis before I complaines, when £t had all been in the preses. 

Subqbe-f1 relates to Stephens aid an inverrnd LS of a oloture of iay. 1t ey rare to de 
a special formulation, to be incouplete, un’ there is whet I an sure har to exist on this 
Wecawow it wu udred 2. tie Ch upeolul mtoercd to ia hide ease. Ya the date of this 
dnterview with Stephene or ti day before CAI filued Stephens lociring at a Ray nicture and 
Peportud tau words, “sol the uy.” qecauss UBS did no adr thia for all those yeurs 1t was 
possible to tell the Sritish court otherwise and to infer otherwise in ttis (2302. I do net 
believe I have buen giveu all there is on thia. I can ¢t imagine that when everyone waa 30



afraid of beings clobbered on prixe time by C88 you have no record. “aybe you didn't eall 
di sURSIN, wut then I dddn’$ either. fou may hot be aware o. this clobber part because 
you have also managed not te provide your set of the relevant records. This one we got 
froa th Department. it iw in the court record, i bedieve. 

Sub-52 of 4/7/67 is ove of several refarencem to the FO recorddag tha Aquphis police 
radio. Trans ripts were in Ima. if I did not got these L doa.t really care about then. 
What I do aare about and have not beun ylwen Lo ths logs Yor the time eo: thi. urine. Sone 
of those of the police were published. Those of the sheriff became quite rolevunt over 
what for sore reason T tdnk I can guese see not very pleasing = that bhonaley rather 
than Lollahite radioed the first aooount of th. finding of the package outside Canipe'se 
Again T can't dmaglao tis FBI sot having: these Logs and I ao went thse Very wuGhe Asida 
from the finding of the package th:re was that deception about the chase of a phoney 
Mustang. *t was to recult dn zn large inveetigation in whies the loga were esuential. 

New Urleana, 157-10673~765 retars to more than a thougend peges of undated r-cords 
it had sent to Memphis. This record is from “enphie to dew Orleans. It concludes “All 
of the above material is being returned to dew Orleans, which effics in th: future 
should submit its own rvports." While from the Limited deseriptions, which iuay well have 
been adequate when they were secompanin:! by thie mama, I can't determine thet 1 recedivad 
these trow New vrieans, the length alone leads me to believe I did not. If 1 did I'd 
appreciate knowing which each is. You have whatever list told you I hit wecedved with 
laid records from Hy, for example. 

“nieayo M-Wigereters to a Yaltimore inveatigaiton of the records the “enpniea police 
found on Jerry Hay when they arrested him for being drunk on 7/9/68 From no source have 
I received thy rvaultsa of the tracings of theae reoords. They do iaglude phone numbers. 
Leais were sent to Baltimore. 

Serial 7/4 refers to a rather provocative thing, the mailing of a letter frem a 
Prisoner in George who upyears to have hid detadle about the room. Ray ronted under his 
brother’s alias at 2751 Sheffiaad, “hicago. Lholudin. Kay's use of an alias other then his 
own. When the Fol hac the letter ani the envelope I ean't diagine 4t eniing elthout nore 
that this, particularly bucause it had so intense and prover an interest i: Hay's career 
from the tine he escaped from Heren until the assas-dnation. Savauueh wus algo involved 
in this inquiry, that being near where Russell was jaile:., in Reidsville. 

I have no reason to bulieve that providiag new apecifics wil: do any more good that 
4% has in the past but I've again taken time to give you some in the hope that no matter 
how late aw constructive purpose night bo servied.
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Washington, D. Cc. 

Tuesday, March 7, 1978 

The above-entitled Matter came on for status call 

before THE HONORABLE JUNR L. GREEN, United States District 

Judge, at 10:05 a.m. 

APPEARANCES: 

On behalf of the Plaintiff: 

JAMES LESAR, ESQ. 

On behalf of the Defendant: \ 

LYNN ZUSSMAN, ESQ. 
BETTY GINSBERG, ESO. 

GLORIA H. HORNING 
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER  
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DEPUTY CLERK: Civil keto 75-1996, Weisberg v. 

Bell. mr. Lesar for the plaintiff, Miss Zussman and Miss 

Ginsberg for the defendant. 

MISS ZUSSMAN: Assistant United States Attorney 

Jay Dugan was handling this case for the Government and, as 

I am sure Your Honor is aware, Mr. Dugan has left Government 

service. 

Betsy Ginsberg, in the Office of Information and 

Privacy, Civil Division, will be the attorney of record 

after today. 

I am handling the status call, because I was 

assisting Mr. Dugan last summer during the period of the. 

stipulation in the case. 

THE COURT: I recall that you were. 

MISS ZUSSMAN: The Government's position in the 

case is that as a result of the lengthy conference held 

in the Judge's chambers several months ago, it was the 

Government's understanding that Mr. Weisberg was to review 

the approximately 44,000 pages of documents in the Murkin 

investigation which had already been released to him and 

to make an inventory or listing of the deletions which he 

was raising questions about, and the Government components, 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, agreed, in the Court's 
\ 

\ chambers, to bo gack into its records and to \ 
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review whatever specific complaints Mr. Weisberg raised. 

In the months that have passed since that conference 

we have been in touch with Mr. Weisberg and with his counsel, 

Mr. Lesar, but we have not yet received any kind of listing 

of the complaint that Mr. Weisberg was to generate after the 

discussion in chambers and that is what the Government has 

been waiting for, Your Honor. 

Short of that, the Government could go ahead and 

prepare a motion for summary judgment in about 30 days. 

THE COURT: You know, I will be glad to hear from 

Mr. Lesar on it, because I was under the impression that, he 

was supposed to be doing something else. \ 

\ 
I was under the impression, from the meeting ‘in 

chambers, that it was contemplated that Mr. Weisberg was 

going to decide what future information he wanted, because 4 

the Government wanted him to narrow the scope of his request 

and that, indeed, that was what was contemplated. 

I don't recall it having to do with anything about 

past papers at this time. _ 

Now, I'd like to hear if I am mistaken. 

MR. LESAR: Your Honor, I think that our under- 

standing of what transpired at the in-chambers conference was 

that Mr. Weisberg would review his notes and his correspon- 

dence of what he had been provided. 

His notes on what he had been provided and his  
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correspondence with the FBI, detailing his objections to- 

their processing, both with respect to specific deletions 

and with respect to documents which are missing or are not 

there which have not been provided. : a 

Since that time, two things have happened: | f 

| 

One, Mr. Weisberg began the laborious job of it 
i | | 

reviewing his notes and has dictated now his notes on improper 
! jf 

withholdings and deletions and missing documents -- 

THE COURT: Then I stand corrected. Miss Suzzgman 

of 
i} t 

is correct in that point. [| 

MR. LESAR: Only partially correct. Loy 
rod 

Because what she said was that he was going to go 
i afta 

over the 44,000 pages, and that is not true. 

We have made it:very explicit,-very true that he 

cannot do that. The amount of time involved in that would 

be simply impossible. 

Indeed, it has already taken him over 100 hours of 

his time simply to do this task of reviewing his notes and 

his correspondence and starting to dictate them. 

In addition to that, at conferences that were held 

both before the November 23rd conference and at least one 

conference that I held with Government counsel since that 

time, we pointed out that there were several specific things 

for which there was no reason for delay on the part of the 

Government. 
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We pointed out specifically that the OPR report 

on the King assassination, which we refer to as the Shalecn, 

report, that that report mentions that the Civil teen 

Division of the FBI provided FBI Director J. Edgar ere 

with files, daily summaries on the status of the investigation 

We have not received those. | : 

And I asked, I think, at the end of January 43 

mentioned this specifically and there was to be something 

done on that. And it has not been done. Li 

Last November llth, Mr. Weisberg selected a list 
\ ne 

of names of certain prisoners from a list that was provided 

him by the FBI and the understanding was that the FBI was 

going to check and see if there was any reason why thasel 

names, which were familiar to Mr. Weisberg, ‘and the infor- 

mation that had been deleted with respect to those persons 

could not be released. 

Mr. Weisberg felt that, in all probability, those 

names and the information relating to them was already in 

the public domain and there was no ground for withholding 

them. 

Furthermore, also on November 11th, the question 

came up of four sections of sub-section (g) of the memorandum 

file which were apparently inadvertently not sent to Mr. 

Weisberg and were supposed to have been provided him and they 

have not been provided him. 

  

> 
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So, one, we are proceeding with the work that Mr. 

Weisberg had agreed to. He has begun the dictation. In fact, 

has completed a substantial portion of the dictation. 

Those notes will be typed up within the next couple 

of weeks and then we will be in a position, I think, to move 

for summary judgment with respect to a number of matters. 

It may be that since I have had no response on a 

number of these matters that we pointed out that I will have 

to simply put summary judgment motions in with cesuuck oe 

each question of withholding and with respect to the dele- 

tions. 
| i 

MISS ZUSSMAN: As I think the Court is aware, Me. 

Weisberg and Mr. Lesar, and a number of Government counsel 

have attempted,‘over a long period of time, to try and ! 

resolve whatever issues could be resolved as cooperatively 

as possible to try and crystallize and narrow the issues that 

the Court had to concern itself with. : 

However, it does seem, after the last six months 

and the amount of energy put in on both sides, that there 

are some very realistic problems with handling the issues 

in this way. 

The Government remains ready to cooperate. One of 

the problems has been changing requests and changing ‘demands 

for information on the part of the plaintiff. 

And I do think that perhaps at this time Mr. Lesar's  
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suggestion that as soon as Mr. Weisberg has completed his 

work, whatever that work is going to be, and Your Honor may 

recall the Government's generous and unique offer made by 

Deputy Assistant Attorney General William Schaffer to pay a 

fee to Mr. Weisberg as a consultant for this work, which is 

highly unusual -- 

I do think that Mr. Lesar's suggestion is perhaps 

the most realistic one at this time, that as soon a5 Mr. 

Weisberg completes his work, if Mr. Lesar would prepare papers 

setting forth all of the issues that plaintiff feels are 

still remaining in this case, then we can file cross-motions, 

Government counsel, namely myself, has investigated from time 

to time several specific problems that Mr. Lesar has raised 

informally and I think the most appropriate way of getting 

that information before the Court will be in the form of 

sworn affidavits. 

THE COURT: Very well. When do you think this will 

come about? 

MR. LESAR: Your Honor, there are two problems. 

One, as I think you may be partially aware from the events 

that have transpired publicly, Mr. Weisberg has been 

exceedingly busy. 

Since the November 23rd conference, he has received 

approximately 75,000 pages of documents relating to: both 

the JFK and King assassinations, in other cases, not this one;  
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And that has entailed enormous problems. 

He has had to buy 11 file cabinets to hold the 

documents. He has had numerous news peonle -- 

THE COURT: At least this is in the right direction, 

isn't it? 
| 

MR. LESAR: Yes, that part is, but we had to fight 

to get it. 
' i 

THE COURT: That is what he was seeking? 

MR.. LESAR: Yes. The other problem is a rather! 

unique circumstances as the solest of sole practitioners | 

trying to make a transition, but not able to do so, and not 

yet able to get help, I am under very heavy time pressures. 

now. 

I have got four cases before Courts of Appeals now 

and a number of other matters pending. And my quess is that 

if we can get something before the Court in a month, we'll 

be doing good. 

MISS ZUSSMAN: ‘The Government will be ready to 

respond fully to all issues within 30 days after it receives 

plaintiff's final papers, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: As you have heard this Court say many 

times before, it is a 1975 case. We don't want to live with 

. it the rest of time. So we'd appreciate what efforts you 

can make. 

We will take another look at this case in two  
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x 9 
\ months. We hope all we have to do is sign some orders after 

first deciding them. 

Why don't we see you people on May 10th? 

MISS ZUSSMAN: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Ten: o'clock? | 

MR. LESAR: Yes, that will be fine. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. LESAR: Thank you. 

(Whereupon, the hearing concluded at 10:18 a.m.) 

CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 

It is hereby certified by the undersigned reporter 
that the foregoing transcript is the official recora of the 
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EXHIBIT 

it. 12, Frederick, Ad. 21701 
11/12/77 

Mra. Lynne Zusman 
Chief, FOIA Litigation Division 

Civ2i2 Division 

Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C, 

Dear Lynne, 

In all my FOIA experiences far and away the moat genuine gesture of good faith was 

Bill Sohagfferts offer yesterlay, to hire me as a consultant, staff and equip me as 
I wanted and to give we a pluce to work down there, It impresses me with his intent, as 
earlier I had been impressed with yours. 

It is because cf the spirit shown yesterday that I wktte in haste this morning. We 
‘have but one mail a day. It comes and goes at the same tine. I don’t have to be convinced 

that all of you want this case over with. I believe I desire this more than any of you. 

Vere this not true I'd not be making any compromises or repeaténg offers of them after 
these offera were rebufifed to 20 long and so often. 

If it 49 my personal feeling that the Veparzment will in the end be better off in 
following the suggestion Jim first made on the second, make virtually all of the records 
available, ani if I believs Shut te at least a lurge degrec the judge would agree, as you 

saw yesterday, «hen Bill made a real gesture I immediately offered a practical compromiuo. 
The judge has imposed « very cloee degdlins. I will do what I ean to enable us to avoid a 

trial but there is a limit beyond which I will net and now cannet compromise. I believe it 
WAli be helpful 41] around if I give you a frank explanation. I think that takia,; thie tise 
now can be constructive and with you and Bill I de not have the prior fears of being nis- 
understood, of heaving ulterior purpose read in. 

Mret of all I believe the exemptions to the Act are necesuary. I was satisfied with 
them in the 1966 act. *t is quite literally true that I have oensored myself in ny om 
writing to protect those in whose rig¢ghte to privacy the Fill could not bnve had lean conp 
cern. I have no desire for the FEI or anyone else to violate these rights for others. Nor 

ao I velieva that legitimate national security secmcts should be disclosed. all polise do 

require informants and the identities of these informants need te be protected. If I have 
geen many illustrations of the unwise, indeed tllegnl use of such iuformants I do aot 
question the principle. I have in fact alerted the FHI to its own careless disclosre of 
identification. In thes? arous we have no dispute. If I ax cartain that in all ! have sone 
over there is no real need te claim privacy and if I agree with Jim that the Department's 
lang-range as well as dncodtate interests aro aurved best by th: wholesale abandonmaat of 

the privacy} claim in this case, you saw yesterday that I am not now preasing on this and if 
we cao reaolve al] th. orublems without trial will abenden it. I am not looking for dubating 
print or to himiliate the PSI as it can regard himiliation.// I am looking for meaningful — 
and what I oan today socapt as reavonable compliance. 

At the same time I must learn fro: experience and not permit my willingness to be misused 
against we as it was in tho stipulations. They had quite literally been violated before 

the negotiations for them commenced. They were violated throughout. I am prepared to prove 

thie. I assure you that if i do there will be official embarrasament. I have no doubt that 

in this you personally acted entirely in good faith. If I did I'd not be writing. But that 

this could happen despite your good intentions represents a reality that I confront and 

have confronted from the first in this and in all other casege 

One of my purposes in writing now is to make a resolution of remaining problens poa- 
sible because we have so little time. This requires some candor. It will probably lead me 
dnto the avunoular. I hope you and #4211 will not misread it.
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When Jin sees to warn Dugan the Charles of what could Confront the Fil Charles actually accused Jim of seaking to blacknetl the PBL. we hud a meeting ut Sugan suggestion efter the calendaf call of the second. The offer 9411 found acceptable (then, Was rejected) out af hand. However, yesterday we all learned that in part 1¢ was accepted afterward and Jia and I were not told about 4t. If I had been, with the help I vould and would have offered by yeuterday all of that, I believe a major part, could have been over. That with all the yosturea of cooperation ana help I hve made and the trosenduous amount of tine 1 have taken to write the EI about thia, with countless specifies and despite nen-res pan— siveness this represents a mind-set that continues to be a@ basic probiex. I was, of course, much encouraged by Bil)’ s forthrightnase on this yesterday, His recognition ef it end his ga to state hia recognition of it may be the most sigaificast aspect of yesterday's meeting to me. 

Because of this attitude, because there can be legitimate probleas for the Fur in @%eral in some CAsclosurea znd I believe for other reasons they are bi tter-ending, On the one hand I aan and do recognise Hayp‘s sonee:mn for prisoners who have spoken to the FBI as gunuine on his part. On the other I am entirely without doubt that in nO single cage is there any danger to any of the prisoners involved. Harp has not interviewed some I have. The actuality 4: that he degen by withholding a prisoner's neve when that prisoner had been interviewed by the Ful with total disregard for keeping that fect seoret. I learned of 4t frow James Rey's brother John, it was that public. He is still witholding some and all govd piocturas of that man, Walter Terry Rife, an the Glaim of privacy. (With Pictures alone this as of todey extonds to xeroxes of many pictures of Jares Sarl Ray and hia family.) I intend this as illustration. aside from those that are essential now because of tha OPR report I an quite prepared tu waive on prisoners other than those who have on their own gone public. The Bucoslli case I cited yesterday ia not the only one. 
The same generality applies to inforsants, whether of the PHL or of the Hemphis police, Z regard thom as ozempt ~ but only if they are nos kuown. Here I have been epacifio with the Fal. }t has been totally noneresponsive. Its own Birmingham informant whose name I believe is torris Lavis sxpouod hingelf te the House euemsuins comittes. 14 in tum sude Davis aveilable to “ark “ane, who met with him. There is no confidentiality. The investi- gater of the conunittee Srrange: to destroy what littis Contigentiality the infomer had prior to turning hia over to Lames Davis complained about this te the FRI, 
Becausa I knew the PBI would withhold on another informer who is of significance to ue I told 4t in advance that Harrell MeCullough was known as an informer. However, they still withhold publiahed pictures of him and the groupe he penetrated. I mean by this other Wictures when their Plotures had been published ane they provided copies of those publinhed. Cae o:' the problems here is @ luck of fidelity in the Orn report and as it relates to the PRI. It did meat with thie police informer. another is that incredible aa i+ may ween the first person to reach King's side after King fell was HeCullough, the inforner. This loads to a hangup on the Louw/Life pictures; I believe they shouw HeCwllough crouching over Ming's body. If 1 am correct, aa I believe I am, this is one of the world's most widely published Pictures. The FAI has provided xeroxes of it even though Claiming it never doea. There are Bany reasons why the withholding of his and other Pioturesa those dn then agreed to werk have taken is wrong. If you want I'll take tine toe give then, My point here is that to the FRl'a knowledge there is no legitimate question of either confidentiality or privacy. There are other such cases. t cannot disclose all I know to obtain complisnos. In these cases I did bevause they vere duportant to me. With the Koullough picture I also illustrate how wrongful withholdin, crautes confusions and ia the ona way in which harm to the inneeant Can be assured. These cases also illustrate how froa Doug ‘itehell'’s reviax to Bild" s policy determinations you have no way of imewing the actualities if the FBI withholds them. 

\



Qn the second I learned that they withheld from Kitchell to this degree - they did not 
even provide him with the books that were indexed or tell his that there had beon publica- 
tior in books that have indexes. 

the Fil's claim of uselesoness of these inded yesterday iz ludicrous and yets to 
that inud-ses ii not cn attempt to juatify it. This aleo illustrates the wholesale viole- 
tion of the stipulations. agong the last records I redeived was ths saolesale obliteration 
of whes io in grsgt ond ridiculyus detail in “erold Frahk's book - and is indexed in it. 
This by the way iu the cane in which Jim filled in the withheld names in what I believe 
Wau w CRd withholding. Since *rank's bock was publishsu another wae weitten about thiy one 
Ban and incident. it inbes that man, which gets to one of the dangers frou iuproper with- 
holding. Tnw author of that beck is a friend of mine, one of the reporturs all of whom 
were nude to look like FHI informers by the withholding of their names. I have undertacen 

te let hin imow the right nume and to avoid toe harm to the innocent to whieh I have referred, 

(Oddly perhaps the one journalistic name in Memphis never withheld is that of « 

forwer Ful employee who is a regular souree for it. I also know hin.) 

With regard to this withholding I oan make out & case of potential added ewbarranssent 
‘to tho FRI becuuse oi what is not in tle indexed beoks, as I an certain the Vauhington FEL 
FOIA people had no way of knowing. Tha name of the lawyer, Kussell X. Thompson, was withbeld. 
Leter the obliteration of his naue was removede Initially be was of counsel to Ray. At that 

tine he was threatened by the judge, now dead and in our requesta. tt was then arranged for 
him to counsel with a former FHI agent. Thompson was counsel to the hAsCy legal deferse fund. 
When he went to Yew Tork to consult with them it was also arranged for this former FHI 
agent to accompany him, as both bodyguard end counsel. And the only possible significance 

ef the actual events of which *hompson was vart is as disinformation, which oan be takan 

‘to reflect aspedts of a conspiracy. But without regard to this, to whether or uot it hes 

meaning, I think I have illustrated the continuing problem from tha rsfusal to make any 
use of the indexes for more than a year after 1 was assured thay were being used. 4¢ also 
shove that the use of the indexes could have had walue. 

The same attitude extends to what is called “national Security." I do not know what 

Bill had reac that he eaid was naticual ascurity Luformation but I do tell you I pelieve ° 
there ia virtually none in this cage. I can give you a fairly decent collection ef rucords 
of this cuss that the #31 hac stumped as oxaupt frou authomstic devlasaification. There 
was no basis for it. Determinations can be made euly on the basis of factual kuowledge of 

thia complex cuse with such a great wuluie of recocdae Jutaide of Waauington tnere are 
Bere than 200,000 FI records alone. 

As it relates to forsign police I believe that without exception the withholdings of 
names: is frivolous. This is only one of the ressons I suzzested that lete as it 1s for 
use of it a list of those subpeenned for the expected trial could be helpful to the FBI. I 

teld it this more ther a year agd. Almost sithout exception the gine in true of the Manphis 
police. There is no heguiionse secrecy. The same naties ure both released and withheld 
because In sore cases Lt 1: posvible toe determine what name le withheld. There is importance 
in the names being available because this case is not closed and because I will not live 
forever. In no case would there be what thy dow nequiros, a “disolosurce"” In virtually all 
Cases the names ars ussd cnly in th vense of having given tha resord to the Ful. With 

regard to th: ruoords thensolves thors iu iaconsistenog. 4undreds of pages of them have 

been provided yet as many have been withheld. 1 believe sherw has been a waiver and that 
there was no wasis Yor iuitial .tthhol.ling. 2t ww cart of a dowestiomintsliigouse rather 
than a law enforcement operation in addition. Whether or not it is relevant they were all 
orusred to be dieclesad by th: Mexphis police by a federal diatrict judge. The police then 
burned they and got. oway with it. The whol» thing ia pretty hairy. I'll givegm you detnile 
if you'd like.Qne shoul illustrate. Tiw FBI had informers spying on the campaign of a 
black candidfute for the seat won by mun who was Nixon's uost stalwart supporter after 
impeachment proceedings began. ani that succesaful{ candidate hired for his staf? the 
Bleck Memphis police intelligence officer who first had been syying on King and all sho
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foc where ‘he wan <A1l<d, Tie officer was then yanked. While I an 

( 
visites tus at the /Jol 

Virtuuily alone in beld eving thet withdrawing hin was not the affair by the Urn ro port can be questioned and T 42 question it, You as Bill have problems bevause of tig OLk report. Pleage do not misundurstand it, I ativugly caution Agata that can be interpreted as Mlseuslag, the act to d-fend tha bear in mind that i have reai wueh of what 1¢ 33 supooued of those it baes ox parte, kuow what ii excluded and can cite factual error in it, aigni- 
ficunt error. In ad.ition, as you should know bulora next mechibe for nen—canpli. 

TfL ap.ear to be avuasuly rs 
dettluy wormed into » position C&R report. I can see this danguge. te be casud Sn, interviewed sone 

Fridey. ik we WU ueturee a noe da thia cause. when LT tei Seu thin ane will sive you details 
Z think you can sew I an realy seeking to avoid triai if 
Oppositn Charles’ interpretation, olackmail, 

too Yesterday chan I ay. wt off i fter PeconumedLag thet your 

4 wan Gebiaue uly 
Searchers read the guri 
about January 1476. 3 

Deyartuvotal Qu ponents 
On the siordes frow as 
that + devo? te-much un 

to a single Paper fron 
boxes. Thereafter they 
Qne@etion of UF an tris 
Somply. This was about 
of complying with what 

Z an Bayluyg that there ig no t 

6a of artctles Yobn Crewdson urot- 
Wes La tema with me as he was in 

Z gan outside the tok pert god 

for the Kew York mea 
Cun Po Maher 9f duclucda, the POT. de was dn touch with me while he was working eX Gey as Valifvunua. Jie bos not ORE Ys ted An representing paid tine to the press, even those whowrite Oppozite of what I 

believe. drevdson iw uily ote uf tiaae, ‘hs storica sil. u that now are represented ag not existing and thus not found OD search. fore the lack of 
knowleage o: the Mearunure not there soou Pabih de the Qae etybies eusily I'ii take tic time to dig my copies out. They give a physical description 
of the files CxD then haa for its “internal ferinvesti gatz Siter time for compliance with my reneved requests hid expired. Those files did net lead iWweld Dadng provides ty in, They «ero in flo ceblnets and in storage were traneferred to OFR, You wild fing that when I raised the 6386 Shaheen filed au ailidavit suyiug be was not 4Uppcsuc to & your ago last July. I have very 

Sbablish bosugeatan of records 

Some IF you can ¢ Get thoce 

one" Pout ALd ast begin witil 

Feason to believe that dostead oy then was a suit in court or returatag tls tiles te plucay ice 
Civil Richts opr put them in sverage. I believe you will find that at the Sutiland depot. 

working day after Friday. 

aot unrelated to this 4s the political part of ay req if J om to mike the mat 1. (So please also excuse ths t) pou 

ee that either Gaw or Uh he thas files thet they were 

Genta. l'w Trunuing out oc tine «) “ona vc the ruords not 
PPOVi ded to me have been elven to others. Sous that have been used by the #41 bezore the tafled te and hav: wade da bowuntiousl Keadlines, romeir wi thhsid 

Mnereas, have been tes 
after wany repeatea rec 
aecondary sources. The 

Aside from the Pur 
It might be zood to tak 
@ddation, while tn wit t 
1 have provided 1¢ with 
29 volumes. Uiven tie a 
way wel! by rewaini y , 
Teeached avreenant when 
than or tell anyone als 
do ali I Teasonably can 

vests for just a few ag I Cad avpld error that is poacible fren testimony was betore the Yhurch Suudttee. fhe records are known 
to the Fil ag Centering sround the events of March 25,1963, a week before “ing was killed. t..ex8 are couponenta of the Department that are not in conpliance. @ a look before Pridey, witch 1s toc oiose to tlonday fcilowing In dug to the P40 was Was net being in 

wolre they can clean all vf thea up by * riday. If thay do not there roulvms on which we W111 not be abl @ to represent that we have dv meot with the judge... If you have any questions ocleasa do &ale © duvolvei to ask. I do want to de 
to that end. Sincerely, 

uble to clear this all uy aol wil 

Sarola Walaberg



I. 

G.A. 71-1996 
EXHIBIT 5 

CONFZRENCK 11/18/77 - talking papef 

FBI noncompliance by pretense and subterfuge ~- and plain stonewalling. 

A. 

3. 

Pirst meeting I specified what was being withheld from first records provided, 

asked that they be replaced, and to this day they have not been. As a generality 

this remains true, I have continued to specify the improper withholding and the 

FBI ignores it. If in all these more than 44,000 pages there has been any 

replacement after I have specified improper withholdings, I do not reeall it 
and {t would have to be minor. 

1. In early October, when I obtained a list of the MFO reeords supposedly provided, 
I discovered some sections had not been. 1 wrote without acknowledgment. I 

teok thia up with Ralph Harp last Friday. Sle said they would replace these 

sectians. Only xeroxing vas required. I have not received then. 

2. Another example is I was to have had the reprocessed index cards in time to go 

over them before today’s meeting. It didn't happem. And I have had no 
message about them eined that meating. 

To perpatua te these kinds of galae pretenses and subterfuges, the FBI pretends 

there are no indexes. Whether’ or not there are in FBIHQ, there are in the POs. 

First it pretended there are no indexea of any kind, including the FOs, then it 

fell silent when I prowed from FO records that the FOs do indeed have indexes. 

Aa recently as the 11/11/77 meeting the FBI pretended there are no indexes. 

It has pretended and continues to pretend that the requests are limited te FBIHQ 

and that com _pliance is possible from FBIHRQ. We have stated all along that the 

requests are not addressed to FBIHQ alone, that compliamce is knowingly impossible 

from it alone, that most of the relevant records are in the various FOs, and then 

we proved it with the testimony of the FBI's own witnesa, SA Howard, in 9/76. 
The proportion of records, SQ va. field, ia about 3,500 to wore than 200,000 From 

the statemant of AC Levi. when I have specified the FOs with relevant records, 
there is no search of them. Examples: 

1. On crime scene pictures, NYC on Louw/Life pictures; St. Louis and Baltimore . 

on those of Josephine Colfield 

2. Other suspects, two examples: with "Bill Harris,” WFO and Alexandria, with 
J, C. HARJin, Atlanta, Birmingham, New Orleans and Nemp§gg, at least 

3. Surveillances ~- all specified to FBI after claim of nothing in any records: 

&. pretense weans by FBI only 

b. pretense all is in log in PBIRQ 

The log shows those approved only. The FSI has been enggging in electronic 

aurveillance since supposed controls were imposed and aot asking for pernission 

until surveillance was productive. 

There is also the peried prior to these supposed controls, when I believe it 

was not required to have such records. 

The FBI has been the beneficiary of tapping and bugging by others, including 

local police. . (An example on which withholding continues since I specified 

the names is the Milteer/Somersett story. This was done by the Hiewi police/ 
prosecutor, arranged by Somersett, who was their and the FBI's informer. The 

results wera given to thea FBI. It did not even give them to the Warren Coun{ssion 

although this incident was one of the causes of the cancellation of the Miami 

motorcade just prior to the JFK assassination. ‘Not only does this withholding 

continue, compliance with auch {tems requires search of the relevant FO filee, 

which has not been done. In this case at the least those involved are in Ceorgia, 

Florida, Tennessee and Washington.
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3 - continued. It has picked ne up in surveillance of others. I have specific knowledge 
of it from the sovernment. It hes had coverage of phones I have used. There was such surveillance of dawes Karl Ray and Percy Foreman, at the least, and not only iapMemphis. Files I have received show the FBI was given results. 
A direct tap on my phone vas uawittingly disclosed by a dead short, after the filing of adninistrative appeals in this case and coanciding with other POIA cases. 
Tapper unidentified. 

Jamea Earl Ray was also under overt electronic surveillance designed bythe Bureau 
of prisons. 

\ 4. The Tctramp" picetre/Mexico City sketch: The FBI hag Bot searched the Baltimore field office to a residency of whieh I save the pictures in 19638, Pietures still Rot returned to ue. I have specified other FOs khat have to be searched to couply with this Item. Yo Tesponse after many monthe. Nor after T cited relevant records by Serial Number indicating existence of other records. 
5. CTIA. By inadvertence the FBI has diseclosad FO files not searched. (I believe it also has CTIA files fron other agencies and that other components of DJ also have 6TIA files.) 

6. Headquarters directs interviews, investigations but ao resulta from FOs, ae with New Orleans, aul Esquivel, a contrator or industrialist, and the “Industrial Canal area." This also involves incomplete N.O. compliance on Recile and Roussel, who became suspects after Louis Lomax stories appeared. This also involves . withholdings of the public domain, from uy book to the phone book. It continues wonths after I called it to the FBI's attention, with copies of ny wiriting and of the phone book. 

at the beginning I also wrote to illustrate improper withholdings virtually by return mail. Thus in each case identification with the specific Volumes or Sections was specific, virtually automatic. Finally, in June I was promised that some of these would be reprocessed on the completion of the processing of the YBIHQ files. This was Rot done. Then I was told the absence of Serial numbers made identification impossible. I wag not told this all along, it was a means of attempted explanation of doing nothing about the specific illustrations I continued to provide. Then, when I vas told Seriala are necessary, I provided Serials only to have an absolute and unexplained stonewalling follow. (Earlier T had Protided some Serials, but that made no dif ference.) I made copies of records and used them at two meetings in June, so there was nojuestion 
of proper identification by the FBI. It nonetheless has done nothing about those illustrations, either. 

I hava protided many illastrations of the anjustified withholding of pietures under privacy claims. This claim was made even for pictures of the Rays. There since has not been compliance. Ir ineludes other suspects.



  

For iyano caman oi 2412 sohaffer on # rainy /3'7/ TF 

Jia aceu we agadn leet ndght af {would gO over my autem aud prepa a list of 
Botmvoepidaneey $0 ancuni with Ball*s offer ef 15/11/T]. I have thought of it ainos. 

I told hie I seadd wader a few conditions. First that i ove some epsurance you can gee 
fe it Wat the Pat's etonevalling 1 sedate ioxt that i sun de 4t ot home becouse ef the 
arODLvews 20d themwste of $ravellings Shen that 1 do it On tape, With you tw provide 

teapeurdpta ot ti tapeme 

Awet auuk i Runded kalph harp » long mene to John Hertings. thle buceuss of ay 
iedtstions, includiag of time, this hed to he off the top ef tas head and unesrreated, 

3 have heard uot a word singe. is 18 speeifio enough and 11 edivewses coupliance. Jin 
had wit “aw to be @ stroiing @all from Zohn. 1 have bad nethings 

“Bio soming'e new gives ue a comvenient example of the Wttarending of the Fill in 
all oc tiis. ** alae Proview an emanle of what I gould do with the records I have seoaived 
41 4 bad or were uiliing to indulge ulterior purpocse. Tht. weane the polaatial fer eater 
Tamaeat to the Fl aud what 2¢ cantinuss to withheld aot to daformm those xithout ap 
factual knowl... yike sepurterse 

Moers Howard Chaublese ie marently on trial in Alatane fer the bombing of  bidal 
cnerch 4n wich fouy black gira vere killed. The #Ki mover pleeed charges eguiast hm or 
anyone eles on tide atrucity. 14 had at least one publioly-imown dofermsat, idontified 
Wy Mo Usucresuianal teetineny and testified to in the current trial. ious of thie is 
ia the recemds provided although Chamthlens is as a reasonable suspect. 

The boshing of that church 1 im a teye given to the Pll wy Mami authorities. I have 
SAF Weare hed an sqnored reyuest fox a dub of that tapo. I tive published a tresserigt af 
Meet af St, in Framomllps The name of theue involved in th: tape end the taping, vidieh I 
aleo pablivbed years ago, romain withheld in th: seamty aud incomplete revorie provided. 
“tte quite & Long tine since I wrote the /BL epecifyins that all of thls te publie demis. 

of what elec I have written it abeut nen-vcenpliance.



lo cya, and son than six Yeare agO 4 publishes 10 fadsiatle s5V:ral of a series 
of #8) reports. 4 obteines them ai the ~at.dcal scutes, frau thu Warron Vomiseion archive. 
One page of that eerles was withheld. -ong after it ws avai lebla at the National archives 
the Fl oosplimi with that FULA request cintiraday wiiar Lb Madlizhed, thet the page was 
withheld foutwide the act ana only to avoid embarraaguent to the FM. his ia the only ene 
ot the Phil's responses a.uce } tasti.ied to ita nen-copliance in BORE two done ether 
Sanen uhen I Venta tiedsr thie Case a year ago this cect se pteaber. 

the edoad deren was the late tiLi26 somuruette tis alo waa on ‘ul informants 
The wan be taped is te late Joseph Adame “ilteer, who laid out at accowit ef tke church 
boabhn, with VARIO, Au woo Geeoriued in .ivenes how doth + resident seedy ans Dre Aing 
Wwoula be killwe, 

(how if the 231 read the Published beck: and used thy indexes, ircludin.: that te 
Jxamecws, it anes thee vA tnbeldinges vere iaproper Goud thet £¢ wee wi thheling what is 
public «nowledgs.) 

“Ob trv@lete: daa sorian at Otwer withhel-tngs avout atieh L have oe tas PAL 
Without cerpenee at “RY Kite Mere evyads them hag secu ral eubarragsmat and it hag the 
Viaible paricer at wi tubo ing kecauae of BAQarragwwonte Cuck Je Leon of the Loaf 4éngqvlea 
Tses wro su Ortensivaly ayverah years Sa s00U2 Lt dnvo?vetont in wit he cakied the 
wettine up of » WiPit-ving extrmiat iu ec attemptiad aomldae ia ie®idan, “deo. in wrich 
dethy alosvurth wea kilisd antoad of she intended wooing a J-wtah Anchoteielist.e Her 
Ga ture! oat euviete Suc dae te ~luert arrange. “9 was aac abe’ #Jth an older 
Satreniet nwo: Bera. Pages Ad OieY CoLlevant amsue a + bhalt fn the artirely 
inddequnts roTLection of tse5 MU Ce di what 85 Aw yPOVide. buch more uppeared in 
the Rewapauper stories o2 the saga Shan the fil fay ororided. The elaim to Dei-veaxy ts 

, @AeE. !st tae 93h vervanete dn necchvlione dang iftes i tars than to ace? all af 
thie ous 4: nit ide 

i have aot auta wey Bate’ Bogus Uhucbleas to it kabul: Lh contianes to withhold what 
da publics ils niu caus up dog over 4 tac written i- without reepouse acest the ethers.



There are dosens ly not sandirede of wich case about which I have written the FHI, 

whixh has remained ures ponsd ves where 1 ogwplained vith sp-oiffes scout the sisuse of 

b2 and 7 @ and d, Jon Martingh dtd aay "We should not be using b2" only to dunediately 
@lein it much more often instead of 7 ¢ ond deThe latter exeuptions ure Qevd interonunge- 

gbly when nvituer is Justified. 

i have ealled Countless cases to t « Fl's attention. “ot omly have I had mo responses, - 

in al. these mere than 44,000 pages I cannot recall a single replacement. 

(When I compl.ine: that the «orksheete were designed fer illegibility ana offered the 

Fbl 4 denign that would eliminate this inoomprahensibility it secepted and used the devign 

ealy to eliminate information, the names of the anelyste. *hia thereafter precluded ay 
identifying for it the ans$pet whose attitude gharenteed non-compliance. ) 

How when the YBI has been stonewalling, hes been close to totally non-responsive 
efter I have given it @o aany spreifios of nen-compli:nos both in in:ividual eases and 

as geosral principles, I now need some meaningful assurunos that any mor tine L waste 

in $f an effort to odtein complinnce is going te be productive. Ite record, whbeh I cannet 

ignore, in that 4¢ «ill under no circumstances comply voluntarily. aa I see it,if it 
inténded to comply it woul; have responded te all i heave written about non-complianosg 

it \oult have made at leet a gsature of some sort subsequent to our diecuasions ef these 

matters o week age. 

T say wante because 1 have had to asguge thepurden of proof. 

TZ 4% now replaces any of themeny improperly withreld pages I now cacinot replace then 

in my files. It is a physical impossibility for mee As well as the vaste of more tine 

because thease were deliborate non~compliances. 

When Jim undertook to nuke my actual physical an! medical oendition known to 
the Department it was met with an indecency in a wiin Shes affidavit, for thich there hac net 

been a retraction or apbhogy aftur wore than a year. the actuality is that for more than 

two yeurs both leg» ani thighs have clotted veins, with the retum Gireulation of tie wias 

eeripualy blockud. If a clot breaks loose it can be instantly fatal, Since them an arterial 
blockage haa been disgnosed. Kore yecently hardening of the urteriss. The diagnesia of



angina is not certain. { hawe bewn told it is possible. This is whet “in was talking about 

last week when he asid 1 do not have tine. 

“t more than ay age influonees how + now opt to ap-nad ey time. Perhapea it oan also 

help you underctend why 1 am unwilling without meanings. assurances to untertahe what 1 

have reason to believe will result in nore wastes of tine. 

I heve wasted what for me new is an anormous amount of tine in what hes been a futile 

effort to ebtain complinnce. This is not Limited to the FAI. whan I wrote other eeaponants 

my letters were aluost always entirwly tynered. I recall one soneresponse ad yned hy Qain 

Shea and his alao non-responsive ruquest of Jin thet 1 not write amyone, that tite ad‘ed 

burden be iapomed on Jim, wha, I have not been able to pay. 

Jin doses not have my subject Imevledge, extensive as His is. it 4a pet ~ veflention 

ef good faith te continur to ignsre my spoaifiostione of mpa-conpliance and the intent 

not to comply or te protest that only counsel should provide specification of na 
compliance. 1 regard this as a totally unnoomasary deposition upen bis. 1t hae becn the 

higher-level dodge by «hich ny spedifloations have been iimored, leeding to ths presant 

situation for you ani for Jim en! mae 

Despite all the tive I have talen to cpell all of this out, to thia day I have not 

had any request for aid frou the apoeale or roviewtaz authority. this has uaie a rubber 

atemp of eppenl and review. 

Here the indezes we were told we being used and in fact were ao% used srovide aa 

example. Check the index to "pameUp unde> titeer and you'll wee the paint and that 

the indexes are useful. such more ie in a Linited edition, all about Jumou, Ainesurth 

et aif. «nd Somereatt. but oot as much an 1 can now testify to. 

Tide leada to cotive I can attribute to the iuproper uithhaldings. as i have told you 

ay interest 1a 14 complicanes, not in debuting poluts. co let me give you esplaantions 

other than concur ows: the sopyright uapect of wnat is invelwed in the withholding of 

what is claime! to be ezempt by-aus: of voprighte 

With she seafleld scope 4t is thet the Cutalogue disclones that the sight of the sex



Called wurder rifle vas set uro@aly wrong for the distance. la M@ubination with the 

Catalogw for ton rifles aad the ammunition ad the manufactumers iastructious with the 

rifle tho sight cowl not be idapeeniea upon, in the condition in which tre evidenes reached 
the shl lab, because 4t had not even been screwed ante the rifle firmly enough te be 

adjusted to the eye. The specisteations on the ammunition and the illustrations after 

firing and impact indicate that a vaeful upceimen is Left. The lab Glaing thery vere 

dasutriciont warke. (without rebuttal i have produced a qualified expert «itness whe 

testifies to the contrary after examining the fatal reamant ef ballet.) The lab records 
1 have received de not reflect any test firings er even thu testing of the rifle te 
determing if it hed been fired at all. Yet te wrong rifle, ths onc the lab certified 
vouls not be fired without removel of a deposit of commolina, did have is barrel svabbed 
ty the leb to detersine if'it naa been fired. 

The preseat pasie problem ia not that my subject imowledge is required for complisnse. 

If I bwlieved for a rdoute that this were the eotuali ty I'd have grabbed st Gill's ofter 
to hire me as a consultant. 1 have no ousetion at al) cf his good faith in naking the 

offer. “y question 4s can it mean any*cing when 1 have this very long reoord of FRI 
utonowaliing in /f the faoo of my havin. already dene it eo many tines, as the beginning 
ef this weno Lliustrstes, 

Ap len: at i can hear the wild olephanta trampling in the ferest and see no corral 
” nefing conatrsted te cunfine them 1 gee no point in epending any more time thin ways I 

ave pA the ‘HL this often enough only to relent and vive it nore {2 artrations. Guly 
to have thos ignored, too. (1 did thie with other components more than a yesr age.) 

ag it in & vork 4 long day still without being able te ke-p up with my own wark. I 

work when 1 travel, even whem oe } shortly will de, whea I howe my weekly blovieteut. I 

Mean thiu literaliy. i work while I weit to be cvllee ai then while th blood a takeu and 
then for the tine requires to be eure i'm nee hemerraghinz Deesuse of thy high lew 1 of 

antioouguiint. I work when J use the exercycla, as required wien the waathar d@ butte 

There is ser i vent t¢ te. So vhat Tine Do heve i@ grsodous to we. I vant no wore wasting 
ef it, as 1 hope you can understand,
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MEMPHIS MURKIN FILES 
: 

Section Subject Matter Volumes Released Remarks y 44-1987 Miscellaneous Investigation 7 7 4 
, 1A Photos/Attachments 

1l 11 
Sub Office Memoranda & Inserts 2 2 
,Sub A Reports 7 0 All volumes 

Processed in 
HQ File 

-Sub B Letters -and Airtels 8 8 
Sub C , Newspaper Clippings 5 5 
Sub D Memphis FD-302's 

(Interviews) 
3 3 

»Sub E Miscellaneous Suspects 20 20 
,oub F Jay Wallis Vernon 1. 1 

Sub G Eric Starvo Galt 40 21 ‘ (Volumes 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 35, 36, 39, 40) 
Processed in 
HQ File 

Sub I Various Galts , 1 1 : 
-Sub J Telephone calls-Stein 2 2 

.Sub K . Prisoners 2 2 
.Sub L Legats 2 2 ™~ 
~Sub M Post-Arrest Investigation 11 10 (Volume 1 

Processed ; 
in HQ File) ha 

_Sub N Security-Jail 1 1 a 
fh »Sub 0 Legal Documents 3 2 (Volume 3 | 

Processed 
in HQ File) 

Sub P Trial i 0 (Processed 2 

in HQ File) 
~Sub Q FD-302's (Interviews) 1 1 Other Offices 
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C.A. 77-1996 

. f~ c~ EXHIBIT 6 
Route 12 - Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Md. 21701 

December 22, 1977 

Mr. William Schaffer 
Assistant Chief, Civil Division 
Department of Justice 
Washington D. C. 20530 

Dear Bill: 

Several days ago I received the three CRD records I presume are the subject of Quinlan Shea's earlier letter releasing then. 

As provided to me they give you other and serious problems. Because of your total nonresponsiveness, they also present me with a conflict of interest I cannot ignore. From your nonresponsiveness I have no basis for assuming good intentions and every reason to believe the consultancy situation into which I have been forced is merely another device for noncompliance and for further stalling. However, I believe you should be aware of what I see from having read these CRD records. Because of the actualities of our situation, I write you with less length and detail than is pos— sible, intending only to make you aware. 

i | It is not my responsibility that the Department persists in keeping its people un- |  dnformed or that all my prior efforts directed toward informing it have been rebuffed, ; -_— Because of deliberate stalling in the past, we are now confronted with some 50,000 : pages. About so great a mass it is not possible to inform you fully. 
The withholdings in these records are ludicrous. This will make the Department look even worse because the records themselves are of dubious honesty. To one not a sub- | ject expert, one like you, they may appear to be authentic breast-beating. To me | | they are as much of a cover-up as CRD dared attempt at that late date. 

| This will probably seem extreme to you so I illustrate. 

One of the purposes of the CRD review was to determine whether or not there was any FBI connection of any kind with the King assassination. | 
i | Murphy's long report has but a single sentence on the assassination. It. consumes less than a full typed line of space. In it he says only that King was killed. | This sentence is the report's sole basis for stating there is no FBI connection of ' any kind with the King assassination. It then recommends against any reinvestiga- i | tion. It has no mention at all, for example, of the fact that Hoover authorized a | Campaign to drive King from the white-owned Rivermont Hotel, the name of which is not even mentioned, to the Lorraine, where he was killed. 

This is not the only total suppression of a "connection" from Murphy's report. It also is not the most serious one. There is a vast difference between saying the FBI 
killed King and saying it had no connection, no matter how indirect, with the assas- sination. “I have gone on such shows as Good Morning America to state that there is no reason to believe the FBI killed King or had him killed. But this is far from 
the same thing as saying there is no basis for an investigation of the assassination 
from the FBI's records or in the light of what the Department did not know eight 
years earlier. 

Withholdings in these CRD records include what you will find in virtually all King 
biographies. These withholdings are based on claims to (b)(1) and (7)(C). 

| There is no case in which the name of the ostensible cause of the FBI's "investiga- 
tion" on spurious "national security" grounds is not obliterated. The name is 
Levison. (Moreover, the FBI has released some of the records on which the Murphy   
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report is based without such obliterations.) There is no basis for obliterating his 
Name. It is public domain and long has been. This also is to cite but one illus- 
tration. 

While the (b)(1) excisions are of such length it is impossible to be: certain of their 
content, an obvious flaw is the total lack of mention of the FBI's penetrations with 
informers, its own and those of the local police. When it is known, can this be 
(b)(1) information? Can this be the kind of thing you told us you are satisfied 
meets the (b)(1) requirements? (Again - a single illustration.) 

Whether Murphy kept the information from Pottinger and thus the Attorney General 
or whether it 18 withheld under a spurious claim to exemption, it is not secret that 
the FBI had penetrated King's organizations, nationally and locally, with both 
"sources" and actual informers. I could, if I had the desire, identify at least 
one in the Atlanta SCLC headuqarters. The FBI has already released enough about 
this informer to make identification possible for me by a couple of phone calls. 

The Church committee limited Leself to the bugs and taps so these records just given 
to me are limited to bugs and taps. There were informers. I know the identifica- 
tions of some. , 

Some of the excisions are riditulous. I am not taking time for detail nor am I now 
going to tell you, as I have in the past, what I may need in court. Take my word 
for it or not, I am making you aware. 

This kind of ‘thing is inevitable when in a case the Attorney General has ruled is 
historic, a qase in which millinns of words have been written in many books and 
countless news and magazine articles, you have people who are without minima. sub- 
ject knowledge making the decisions. m\ 

The FBI did not tell Doug Mitchell that there were books on the subject, nor did 
it give him its copies. At the same time he could not have read the records that 
I have been provided without knowing of most of the booka. He then, clearly, was i 
incurious about them or their content. Asa result he withheld and after my appeals 
continues to withhold what was published years ago. I mean precisely the same in- 
formation as was published, not the FBI's pretense of different information, and 
in these most recent CRD records, too. 

In more than a year there has been no response to my appeal from the childish with- 

holdings from CRD records provided then and agwrn to be all that existed. If 
Salliann Dougherty worked in a vacuum, this might be understood. But on FOIA matters 
and especially in historic cases you are not supposed to work in a vacuum. I can 

and if necessary will show that CRD withheld what was repeatedly on coast-to-coast 

TV and in many written accounts and still withholds it. | 

With Murphy and CRD intentions in this case there is an illustration that may help 

you understand the position in which I see the Department. Les Payne, a friend of 

mine and a Pulitzer reporter on Newsday, carried forward my work on information 
and leads I provided when illness prevented my doing it myself. In the course of 

this and for purposes of checking to get what the Department had to say on these 
specific facts, he phoned CRD and spoke to Murphy. The purpose of his call, which 

is more than merely relevant in the records about which I write, is not even indi- 

cated in Murphy's record of “outside contact." 

When you arranged for us to meet with the review and appeals people, it was not for 

me to inform them but for them to say what they had done. That there never was 

tdme for Mitchell to speak is no loss because his work speaks for itself. However, 

I believe it might have been more productive if he had learned about the shortcom- 
ings and limitations of his work. Even ig this had been limited to telling him 
that in what it calls a "reading bibliography" the OPR report lists six books on
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the subject without mentioning mine, the only one not in accord with the Department's 
explanation of the King assassination, (Naturally enough, neither the CRD staff nor 
the OPR crew sought to interview me or to ask for any information.) 

quests because there was extensive noncompliance other than by the FBI. In this 
letter I am citing the most recent of the continuing illustrations. To put it an- 
other way, despite all I've tried to tell everyone everywhere in the Department, 
in the most recent records released, the same unjustifiable withholdings continue. Aside from the biographies and the multitudinous news and magazine articles, thous- 
ands of pages of which supposedly were reviewed in this case, there are other sources 
for Doug Mitchell and Salliann Dougherty to have consulted. They were acting in an historical case. As examples, there are the FBI's own leaks going back more than a 
decade, its releases to others that the Shea office has reviewed, and the staff of 
the OPR report who could have been consulted. 
I believe that you should be aware that any determination of good faith and due diligence in this matter may be evaluated against the Department's knowledge, not just mine. 

Perhaps also you can see what Jim and I have Tepeatedly warned the Department and you personally about - it has made a mockery of the entire Shea Operation. (Yes, I am aware of his and your Congressional testimony relating to FOIA.) 
The more I am toyed with, as I have been throughout this long matter, the more I am abused by such unjustifiable withholdings as I again find in these three most recent Tecords, the less comfortable I am trying to go down the middle and in taking time to try to keep others and the subject in balance. For one example - and there are others - there is an irresponsible Congressional committee and it is hot after the 

| 

Department and the FBI, whether or not you know about it. On the’ 22nd I took some time to help counsel for some of its police’ victims, In context, this meang defense of the Department and particularly of the FBI, as in time you will know if you do not now. I will be taking more time to provide this lawyer with more records. These newest withholdings, in part the subject of public Congressional testimony, including by the FBI, rather than protecting privacy endanger the innocent. By the withholding of the public domain, the Department tells all who May read these records that other names are withheld, not those that are public. The average researcher or reporter is not going to assume official incompetence or worse, is not going to as- sume, for example, that the Levison name is withheld when it is public, This will inevitably lead to conjectures about the wrong persons. 
Your Frankenstein grows daily. 

As I continue going over my notes whenever I can, it is becoming absolutely certain that I told you and your people and the judge the truth, that the notes I made re— lating to compliance were merely illustrative, for Jim, and not intended to be in- clusive, That would have been, as I told you, an impossibility with more than 50,000 pages. 

With regard to CRD and other divisions and the FBI, I tell you again that there are withholdings all involved know or should know are unjustified. I am not going to do the FOIA work of these other components. I will give you what my notes show relating to the FBI, 

I do continue this work whenever I can. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg



C.A. 77-1996 

EXHIBIT 7 

bree Lynne a. ushan /18/Ie ——— - 

Civil Livision 
Departmen: of Justice , 

Washinton, D.C. 20530 

  

Lear Lyte, 

I em not clear on what you meant by a letter on monday. Although Jim haa to phone 
mo a nunber of times yesterday I dia not think to ask hin. 1 would rather not ask hin for 
a few cays so he case ease off a bit. kx won't tell you but he has nut been well for 

several weeks and he had to put in bec hours even for hin to preparc Zor Honday. He vhoned 
me 5 actle, knowing I'd be up, to tell me hie car would not start and make other arranjo- 

ments for our meetinge be had not yet been to bed then. 

His calis were avout arrangii, the delivery o/ the secords. 1 finally suggested that 
Moschéelle discus» this with me, after noschella declined to phone our local postmerter. 
Un the iact call Jin toid me that goschella hac told lim he coula not get through, that 
all he got waa an odd kind of bus; signal. However, [ did make all the ur-ungements «ith 

the local postmaster because the volure of the shipnent is greater than » rural reute 

man Can carry in his car and because the post office uces not send its trucks into the 

country. Cut I anticiiate no troubles, xt leas: not on this end beczus: 1 tried to see to 

4t is eddately that the FI would have no probleme at this snd. They warted to use United 
Parcel, which does coo here, but the pine trees in our long lene block tiwir true:s, 
which are toc high. 

I doubt I'll be able to get back on the review of my notes before next week. layba 
by the end o this week. Proparing for ‘ondsy took much tim: and led to the stacking of 

still sore peper. T will have to make an effort to clear a coupede of inches off my desk 

before I can gut to those papers. I anti.ipate that there will be many calle later to:iay 
rulatin: to the FiI's JFK releases, particularly if they indulge theuselves. Last time it 

took mowt of more thun “he first day. And we have guests. The two women you saw with me as 

I left the courtroom ure here usin; ant copying my records for a doctoral theais. They 
return to their usiversity tomorrow night. fosiorrow morning will be taken up by my weekly 
blood checking. 

If what you wanted to know is how much tine i've put in it is about 100 hours. Not 
much either side of this nuzber. 

s 

I don t recali sut I tidnk I suggested to you rionday that you apeak to Jim about what 

I sent hin"relating *o Section 60. This is the last shest of noterz I've gone over. And the 

worksheots with all the Sections and notes. With 60 I also made another review of the 

Section itself. 

There were many interruptions yesterday. I wrote Jin further about the situation. 
Because of the interruptions I may have forgotten sowe things and others may not ve clear 

but if cither ia the cave we'll discuss it ani he oan then discuss it with you or\etcelfe. 

The week before the in camera aveting I wrote ~ill, with copies to you anu the Fal, 

and asked for a sign of good faith from the FHI. There has been no response. I gather from 
Jim that the FbI alao has dispersed the agents who were working on this. That oun present 

sone difficulties I'm sure were not lost upon the FBI. However, whil: thinking about today's 
releases when I awakened this mornin it ocourred to me thet your Yivision can make a show 

of good faith in thi that means no real work for it. One of the Items of the requests had 
to do with surveillance. The response was evasive and non-responsive as it relates to me at 
the least. I wrote the FBI at some length about this. I alse discussed it with Hartingh and 

others. I have had no response. It camot posaible be because they did not comprehend. Yo I 
auy,eat that you get the HI to respons to that letter from me and to do it fully and 

promptly. So you can know, whether or not I was the target is irrelevant and I kmow for 

aure of having been picked up on other surveillances. Sincerely, Harold Weisberg
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LEE HARVEY OS¥aLo, AKA- so EG oe- RL a CUBA. efile | Fe CHC MLAL SUR OCWAENCE . wd ME o RE FISUR OF UARINA OSYALD, 

   

See L. 60 Debye! - As Soph: dee Segeetiy— =o | 

ON LARCH EIGHT, SIXTYFOUR, 
ADVISED As FOLLOWS: . 

) WILLIAM. A. Wc REWCIE couracten. maRtua AND WARWED | HER NOT To Ler ANYONE Im HER HOUSE THAT SHE DOES. NOT crv. 
MRS. FORD CONTACTED MARINA REQUESTING HARINA CALL *. 

HER WHEN ROBERT OSWALO LEFT SO SHE COULD COME OVER, . - 
MARINA CONTACTED HRS. FORD AUD ADVISED T¥0 REPORTERS oy, a he ® CAI: E BY BUT SHE 4OULD HOT OPEN pooR AnD TOLD THEM TO GouTact - 

a > hac KENZIE, NARLWA SATO SHE SAV WARTIN In HER BREAGS Last. wtaig alk 

  

AND ASKED URS. FORD TO CHECK Of) HEDICATION To HELP contro “ 

se
ks
” 

o
p
e
 SEXUAL DESIRE, SHE SAID IF MARTIN HAD NOT BEEN STERILIZED SHE 0 LD wl NEVER HAVE BELEN INTIUATE WITH HIM, C

e
 

MARILA SAID MARTIN IS A STRONG HALE SPECIEN ALD THAT 1S WHY SHE WAS ATIRACTED TO HIM, SHE DESCRIBED oe LEE HARVEY OSWALD AS A " AKER KALE’ SPEGIIEN RIgH A vEAKER ceasit SYSTEM, UARLUA SAID Sit! Mis ASHANED EF HER US SBAND, RAR TWach ma . WRS. FORD IF sil Tiiousiit ceonél Yoe _ nonfeusontuBr: LOL MAS aripRAiae het mason 
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PAGE Two 
ee 

ee wt 

5 MARIRA MENT ROuED WANDA HaRTIN AND that WAKDA tusT HAVE known And old 

{Power WAS GOING on, MARINA SAID itantyy) ACTS NOW aS If EVERY THING’ °: 

3 

. 
. : ‘ ote ge 

- 

% 

| 
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sot oh they Nat sige tf 

WAS A Lie, WS. FORD Sarp THAT LF DECLAN FORD BEConEs HARINARS / Js F wd “SONAL ATTORNEY, HARINA. £5 
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SAID SUE EXPECTs ROBERT OS¥ALD SHORTLY AnD viup PROBaBLy 90.10 Fh 
: 

THE CEKETERYTopay, 
ea OOS OSE 

t 

| " Laren MARINA CONTACTED Rs. FORD Stating ROBERT AnD | . 
Hl 

FAUILY Hap JUST LEFT, : 

/ f 
2 

pate tt ey Ad f 

MAD BEE SEEN Datileictng 
TER THE suots were S255 9, » : a 532 ft 

FIRED THAT KILLED PRESLOENT, HARINA ExPrescgy DOUBT THaT OSWALD COULD 3". fy 

. 

. 
ee Paek of gt lee he 

HAVE BEE: THar CALH. HARINA ALso NEETIONED THaT SOKEONE HaD sey Ale: 

HAN Run ACROSS THE Yano of THE BUILDING, NARI 

oe Re. MARINA SAID AD Soe   

  

TS WARD To BeLiEye TAT IT vaS Hor LEE WHO Coumttrep THE CRInE AND. 8st 

SHE WILL ‘vor tay qo EXONERATE j1M, CHOTE TF HE Ts GUILTY, jE Is), 7 ie 

‘ 

= ie 
io oe a j gbvest 

SUILTY witouoTE, pps. FORD SAID sug BELIEVES Tyg GOVERNMENT Is TRYING: (RT [ pecua FORD THOUGHT THERE wag NORE THAN ONE PERSON DOING THE SHOOTING .. , 

. 4 

' 

TO FIND THE TRUTN oF THE HATTER anp KARINA AGREED, MRS. FoRD SAID™ 
be AND ThoucHT tyEpE WERE TWO. ARIA SAID SHE DousTED LEE HAD aw Bae 

ACCOMPLICE, URS. FORD WaRnED NARIKA HOE To pyr HERSELF IN Tye POSITION’ 

: 

Cran ~ 2 

OF “LeF.s NOTHER, WARGUERITE OSvALD, AS fo LEE-s INNOCENCE, MARINA 

  

FERN AND FLovens LATER. ; SE meee oe a . Noe wave 

  

  

  

 



PAGE THREE 2 O 
HARINA Sarp SHE FEELS LEE DID : THAT NE ToOK'A snor 

  

: 3 HAVE Been EXPECTED, 

   
   

ON THURSDAY EVEN rouGK SHE DID NOT SEE jy TAKE THE RIFLE AT THA Verne, MARINA THEY SAID SHE FELT SUnE LEE pip THE SHOOTING BUT et 
| < — vouoeren jp SONEONE ELSE yas SHOOTING ALSO. SHE HEN SAID BuLLets > : 

7 SHOULD WAVE BEEW DIFFERENT IF THERE vas HORE THan ONE. “FARINA SAID ae 
e 

- 
a MAT QUOTE” THE Boy UNQUOTE 

T SHE DID Nor. 3 
— YPSEE LEE Cornying A Package *HEW HE CANE TO SEE HER, ON THURSDay 

i SHE SAID HE WAS ALWAYS In VIEW anp COULD NOT NAKE THE pac i = Nor 

CLAINED LEE MAD A PACKAGE BU 

are Hebd, 

Fieri: 

KAGE DURING“. - 
. 

/ 

a) Se sf. es oe 

ret THE TINE WE WAS AT - Tne PAINE RESIDENCE, SHE AGAIN EXPRESSED DousT 78, 

f 7 
. . 

- eT te m= 

a WONDERING SHY LEE Cane TO SEE HER on THURSDAY MARINA SAID SHE 3” PERNAPS THERE “as soncone ELse 207 SHE THEN SALD SHE IS SURE Ty DURING CONVERSATION MRS. FORO anp BARINA BOTH Sarp Poise ° 

a” 

a 

: 
. . . s 386 

QUOTE ‘OnLy 60. Kfous UlQUOTE ALD stalED THAT LF RuBy Hap NOT SHOT °° "|, ~ 

3 

Lo ma 
: —— Ps “eh 

LEE, PERHAPS LEE WOULD HAVE TOLD THE story, Sea Rd I iS sire Wee LATER URS. FORD cContacrEp HARIEA AND INDICATED sue * AN : 
| 

THINKS ROCDERT CSYALD PRODAPLY TOLD DOARINA AGOUT THE THINGS THEY 
ZING WITH HIS MOTHER, x 

THINKS LEE yantEp TO DO IT Bur 
I! ADDITION To NIK, 
BE CONPARED, 

“ . =F ae iARGUERITE OSwAL 
. 

. 

w “, ee” 

WOULD LIKE TO SEE HER BUT THAT SHE SHouLp HOT MEET WITH KRs, OSWALD; > ‘ ~~ . e 

: 
. . 

. 
ae 4Q 

UNOER Any CIRCULS Faces, EARIVA SAID ROBERT CLAINS HIS MOTHER Is “¢ 

o . 

. 
. 

- 

Bcd 

CRAZY, VARINA Satp ROBERT WAS LEE-S BROTHER AnD WOULD BE HAPPY. 
aes. 4 

y : | oe, 

          

    

   

    

TO Finp SONE IMFORNATION IN DEFENSE OF LEE Ano AS HIS WIFE SHE WOULD: ‘ ! 
: END PAGE THREE Wile on Sinise ei 
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LIKE THIS TOO. MARINA SAID SHE FEELS SURE RO3ERT wouLp nor! # "4 GIVE HER ADURESS To NARGUERITE OSWALD, 5 |) oh a 

’ PS GAL SURVEILLANCE Was OLSConTINUED AT TEN AN oe. *- eee. 
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see os Cee ee ew eee we eee OW HaRcHt DINE, SIXTY FOUR. BS So Pat “ er 

. {e - aT AGMSED ON HARCH ELGHT, stxtyFour, 
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Cashes 77-1996 
“= UNiED STATES of? -axment 

ar 
= 

EXHIBIT 9 Be Memorandum — ~~ “eteee= 
TO *Mr. DeLoac#: 

DATE: 6/15/70 KE — : - Mr. DeLoach . - 7 
Nr. Rosen 4 

FROM A 
. 4 nosed 

Ur, Walley 
suajicT: BTRNARD FENSTERWALD, JR, 

va 

weber. 

  

Mr, Scatterday j 
Mr. McGowan 
Mr. shop 

O)7 Rk) 
Special Agent in Charge of the Memphis Office, in connection with the James Earl Ray case, has requested a Mame check on Fensterwald, who ig the head of a private group called "The Committee to Investigate Assassinations.” This request is on behalf of Assistant Attorney General Clyde Mason, 
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 the state Prosecutor assigned to .the Ray case, who had asked & 

for information concerning Fensterwald, 
hye 

z 

. 
frat Fensterwald, former chief counsel to Senator Long's oe 

comnittee on wiretapping, was the subject of applicant-type ae 
investigations by the Bureau in 1949 and 1959, which developed 
that the names of his mother and Sister appeared on a list 

vacation. No other derogatory data was developed, Fensterwald, ( 
in addition to his former State Department employment, was chief "Meat | 
counsel of the U.S, Senate Committee on the Judiciary; Subtornittee | “ 
on Administrative Practice and Procedure (Long Committee), and our contacts with him Clearly showed he was uDscrupulous, tom TRS 
uotrustworthy and anti-FB] and sought to involve the Bureau aa ts 
wiretapping probes by Long’s Committee, He allegedly leaked -: -- : 
information to Fred Cook, long-time FBI critic, Yor an article’ — by Cook which appeared in "The Nation," dealing with Yivetapping by Government agencies, MHeassEs — +h 

    

A United Press International re1 NQE n Japuary, 1969, reported on the founding of the new commit te¢ SUN igate . ar assassinations, stating that Fensterwald was one of the nembers o thereof together with District Attorney James-Garric@@it _ «% Wew Orleans, and William Turner (ex-Agent and extremely afiti-FBI). | Fensterwald wag quoted as stating the purpose of the committee et is “to embarrass or force the Government to make investigations ae they have been putting off since Rovember 22, 1963,” and indicated 4 the committee's position was that there was a conspiracy in Dallas ae in connection with the assassination of President ennedy and that there were “strong footprints” of a conspiracy in ¢onnection wit ! the shooting of Dr. Martin Luther King. —— : uf Se 17 - \/. 
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SOI aby Ltd ee” 

Meno to Kr. perlach Gg 2-7 8° 
Re; Bernard Fensterwald, Jr, 

s 

The attached letter to Memphis sets forth brief biographical data concerning. Fensterwald and his enploynents, together with the data developed during the ; investigations concerning his mother and sister as well. us as his trip to the Soviet Union in 1956, which it is believed the Special Agent in Charge, Wemphis, should orally [furnish to Assistant Attorney General Kason, 

For his own information and guidance, the letter furnishes Memphis information concerning Fensterwald’s anti-FBI attitude and his association with Turner, 

RECOMMENDATION: | 

That the attached letter, if approved, be forwarded to Special Agent in Charge, Memphis. 
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FBI \ 

i 
Date: 6/5/70 ! 

: ( Transmit the following in [Type im plaintest or codal 1 

j Vio AIRTEL __ I 

(Priority) 1 

se se mn ee ro een a ER HS RR SOS —_——— 

  Aitte, available to the District Attorney General at Memphis, TEnAeseee 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (44-38861) 

FROM: SAC, MEMPHIS (44-1987) (P) 

SUBJECT: MURKIN- 

Re Memphis airtel to Bureau, 5/8/70. 

For the information of WFO, subject JAMES EARL 
RAY if now being represented by J. B. STONER of the National 
States Rights Party; RICHARD J. RYAN, a Memphis, Tennessee, 
attorney; and BERNARD FENSTERWALD, JR. An article appearing 
in a Memphis newspaper indicated that FENSTERWALD is from ! 
Washington, D.C. and heads a private group called "The / 
Committee to Investigate Assassinations." According to a 
the article, FENSTERWALD worked for the Senate Judiciary 
Committee from 1957 until 1968. 

2 Assistant Attorney General CLYDE MASON, Memphis, 
Tennessee, the state prosecutor assigned to the JAMES EARL 
RAY case, “has asked that we furnish him any information . ye 
available’ concerning FENSTERWALD and his political linkings.~ 4 

LEAD . ged & Leryn AEX- 110 

= yee “hel ape Pe - 56 
AT WASILINGTON Cc. Will? eeagire a brief outline 

of BERNARD FENSTERWALD ‘s = ofessional background including 
any information to indicate association with leftist and 
racist groups in order that this information may be made 

a 3   
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— Special Agent in Charge 
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iX-110 
SAC, Moenphis (13-1987) 

6/16/70 REC 2? 
Director, FLI (14-38061)—.5° 8 & 4 

MURICIN 

Re your airtel 6/5/70 captioned as above, 
Bernard Fensterwald, Jr., was the subject of 

applicant-type investications in 1949 ana 1959, which developed the following information which you may orally 
furnish to Assistant Attorney Gencral Clyde Mason, Fenstorwald “Vas born August 2, 1921, in Nashville, Tennessee, 
fraduating from Harvard University in 19142 with a Bachelor 
of Science decree and thereafter attending Harvard Law School, 
Narvard University, where he was awarded a Bachelor of Laws dcpree in 1949, The names of hig nother and sister appeared 
On a list of delegates and members in 1942 of the Southern 
Conference §r- Numan Welfare, which has been cited by .the House Committee on Un-Awerican Activities, In 1956, while 
Caployed by the State Departnent, Fenstervwald and bis mother 
treveled ts the Soviet Union. In adeition to his cmploysent 
sy the State Departuent, Fenustervald was nalso cuployed as . | 
chtefl counsel of the U.S. Senate Committeo on the Judiciary; | 
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice aod Procedure (the | 
Long Committee). We has alsv been employed on the staffs of A’ nunber of Senate connittees, ‘ ; 
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For your own information and guidance, our contacts ° 
with Fenstervald lave made it Clearly evident that he was unscrupulous, untrustworthy and anti~FEJ and frequently chdeavored to dray the FBI into conflicts around the country 
by bis) renuests Of various telephone companics and other sources 
who night have information of wiretaps and other technical surveiilances by tho FBI. In January, 1966, in conucction Wilh hearings scheculed to be hela im San Francisco, Fens terwald 

=
 

ee indicated that ex-Agent William Turner would be one of the : witnesses he sntended to call in connection with the extent of FBI wiretapping. As you are awarc, Turncr ig extremely anti-FBI toad fT ya au 
crf 1 bigide (9) NOTE: Sce memo Mr. Rosen to Mr. DeLoach, 6/15/70, 
men fy | LL - captioned “Bernard -Fensterwald, Jr., Name Check 
“ite . Request," GHS:cs, 
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UnSsavory background, Fred J, Cook 1965, Issue of "The 

§ article from ¥F 

y Information comi ling the MCtivittes SSassinationg" 
(77-44206) 
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p aa ae eS. we i conga A Beal cf November 7, 1968 . be ee -- he 
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: ie Public Information Officer . prt fen. Department of Justice eg em, Federal Bureau of ze : Bo Investigation : E wee oe 
Constitution Avenuc & 10 @ , a bet [a Aan 
Strect, Northwest & eg .: ‘e 

Washington, D. @G. 1 " 2 Po 

i 4 «ts se a Dear Sir: : rn an a, 
bese, rr 

ot . 4 e ve Advance tearsheéts are enclosed of fe yh. my Part II, "The-Story of James Earl a 
ik .. Ray and the Plot to Kill Martin jo Co » vik Luther King.'""” This will appear oy 

" in Look's November 26 issue -- out ( 2 
Tuesday, November 12. 

/ 
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Sincerely, 
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Form 1J-.40 
(Hd. 4-26-69; 

UNITED STATF GOVERNMENT : JEPARTMENT OF JL 

Memorandum 

TO: Director | pare: SEP 231 
Federal Bureau of Investigation ? A 

JL: JHF: der fad 
swan) Jerris Leonard DJ 144-72-662 ee 

( Assistant Attorney General a, "" Civil Rights Division | (r}, a 
subjEcT: James Earl Ray - Subject; 

Martin Luther King, Jr. - Victim. 
Conspiracy Against Rights 
CIVIL RIGHTS 

This is to confiym the telephone conversation of 
this date between iRgaimmmaiem of your Bureau and Mr. 
Flannery of this Division, concerning information to be 
released by the R.C.M.P. with respect to their assis- 
tance in apprehending the fugitive James Earl Ray. 

  

“Assuming that the prosecutive authorities of Shel- 
by County, Tennessee, have no objection to the release of 
such information, on the basis of the prior court order 
limiting pre-trial publicity, or otherwise, it is our 
view that the R.C.M.P. should limit their release of in- 
formation to their role in apprehending the fugitive; 
and that their other investigative activity, particularly 
with respect to whether Ray was part of a conspiracy to 
kill Dr. King, should not be discussed, * 
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Tranwmit the following in ——_. —.--- * Le cee a : 
(Type in plaintext or code) ' 

ia AIRTEL AIRMAIL. d 

Yr, (Precedence) a 
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f TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (44-38861) 

| Le FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (44-1740) (C) 
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- Enclosed for the Bureau are the’ original and 

three copies of an LHM containing information received 

from a confidential source of the Birmingham Office re-— 

lating to the assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, 

JR. 

—— One copy of this LHM is being disseminated 

locally to the U. 8. Attorney, Birmingham. 

INFORMANTS —~ 7 . 

Identity of Source File Where Located . , 

pi 2-1 to ST Cee L 

This informant was contacted on 4/18/74 and he — 7 

said he would be willing to assist this Bureau on a confi- — | 

dential basis concerning violation of Federal and/or local °::. 

laws that might come to this attention. It is noted that” Me & 

he has an extensivd criminal record and is known to AB 80~ oi ae 

ciate with much of |the criminal element in the Birmingham i) 

area. 
| : ee G6 : CD)- Bureau (me. Nowy 2 KEI YUL SP it e+ 0 

1 - Detroit (Ec. 1) (into) - a Cee 
1 - New Orleans (Enc. 1) (info) (RM) ‘ 
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. 7™ Dep. AD Adm___ 
.° “ 

> Dep. AD Inv___ ae 
Asst. Dir.: “ett72 [512119 BHOI52 1512119 
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/ FA BIRMINGHAM (44-1149) (RUC)   TO DIRECTOR (4438861) PRIORITY 

oa 
CLEAR 
1)” 
‘MURKIN 

REBUCAL TO BIRMINGHAM MAY 18, 1977, REQUESTING CONTACT 
WITH FORMER BH 1079-PC1, TO DETERMINE IF HE CAN BE IDENTIFIED 
TO THE HOUSE ASSASSINATION COMMITTEE (HAC) aS ce SOURCE OF 

_ INFORMATION REGARDING LIBERTO, ET AL. 

, SOURCE WAS UNAVAILABLE FOR CONTACT MAY 18-33, 1977. ON 
MAY Si, 1977, HE ADVISED SA PATRICK J. MOYNIHAN THAT HE CAN 
BE IDENTIFIED TO THE Hac AS THE SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION HE . 
FURNISHED. HE FURNISHED THE FOLLGWING INFORMATION GRATUITOUSLY 

HE IS DISENCHANTZD WITH THE HAC AND BELIEVES IT IS Too 
POLITICAL. HE HAS NOT TALKED TO THEM (MR. EDDIE EVANS) IN 
ABOUT THREE WEEKS. EVANS DESIRES SOURCE TO BE IN TOUCH TELE- 
PHOWICALLY AT LEAST TWICE A WEEK BUT IS NEVER AVAILABLE WHEN 

SB AN SOURCE PUTS HIMSELF OUT To MAKE THESE comThtHs2 5 Ag ae 

T°O-YO ABS Cem (6, OAL bE kk 
Er: one Wha? - 1% @O Jun 13 1977 ALA Td Cfo. s . 

ws eememe wg --—-- = 

‘JUN 141977 | al 
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F ALL THE Ty PUBLICITy THZ Hac RECEIVED AND MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, 4 pry WEEKS THEY ARE “TOO POLITICaL.@ 

SOURCE Has NO ITH HIM ow THE OCCASION WHEN THEy 
MET. 

TENNESSEE, RECENTLY. James EARL 1968, An 
> HE stayep 

SOURCE DEVELOPED 
ABOVE ROOMING HOUSE. 

INFORMATION FURNISHED 
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far. John lartingh 11/8/77 
FuI-POT2 Unit 

J. Edgar Hoover ~ldg,Rp 6982 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear John, 

This 1s one ot the specifis you all asked for at our last aveting. *t also is one 

i‘ve raised in the past without response. 

Jecausé o. all th. taterial when | list wrote you shout thie I did not have tine to 

check ny files. Since then I have had occasion to. I've learnec what 1 think your people 
should have realized, that when I refered to Punt I reslly m.ant vorris Davis. 

Your ,eople also should have been aware, as “oug mitchell should have been aware 

if W review is to be anything other than a ruboer stuup, tunt the Davia iueutity was not 

secret. %: had been in touch with the Louse assassina, the Bureau then asked for an okay 

to disclose his name in the records for the assassins COtuavteé, and in cuct that com 

mittee made him available to Mark bane. How in the face of theae facts could you clain 

any exemption? 

une of th: resulte id ie to introduces much confusion in these rscoris when there need 

be none. 4n example is in Birmingham 44-1740, in part beginning about Serial 249 2229 and 
goilnz on for a while und at other pgolnts you shoul? hava no trouble locetinge The oblitera~ 

tiona add to the confusion, especially those 1 believe to be neaith. r negessary nor justified. 

If you'll exasiine what you have done to Serial 2240 [ think vou'll find an illustration. 

Here there is reference to an unrelerenced, unide:itied LH and covering airtel of 

the tine oi t e King assassination. This Serial, 2240, iu dated years later, 12/20/76. 
ft thus is impossible to identify and locate these r-cord:,, if they have be.n released 
to me, as they should have becn. , 

1 beliove that in the processing of “hese fliliem, unich wee after our stipulations, 

you violate: those stipulations as well as the AG's 5/5/77 directive. Whether or not 

cthers agree and without regurd to where we will be going on all of thie or how, I heve 

present ned for use of these records. Their form mukes any use an invitation to error. 

It alwo linits any use, 5 te or unsafe. I thercfore = that your ,euple go over al) those 

that are relevant to the Davis~Prosch-Liberto-—Aeromarine—House coumittee—Lane records and 

reprocess thea in accord with the stipulations. 

Thero is reanon to believe that aside from these sirmingham records there are “emphis 

reco@ds of which I have no rv-collection at ali. Thi leads me to belicve that they are not 
in the Memphis records that you did provide. I believe that my confuston invoiving Sunt 

cones frou his being in hemphis. 

The “roach ca., by the way, is largely pablic at last from the tive he waa indicted 

on well-publicized charges over his cache of weapons. i heve lon: had a file on him. I have 

reason to believe that whether or not related to hin. cr to him alane there are recoris not 

provided that parallel these kinds of accounts. My informaticn is from an FBI field office, 

not Hemphis or Dirmingham. There was 4 Giroularizat.on, according to this inforwation, of 

guspbcions relating to one big in guns and of that political coloration, as i now recall 
algo connected with support of Governor Wallace. iiaybe in conucotion aisyo uith fund raising. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

May 17, 1978 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Reference is made to your Freedom of Information 
Act (FOIA) request for information pertaining to Yuri 
Ivanovich Nosenko by letter dated March 9, 1978. 

As you are aware, the documents which were presented 
to the President's Commission on the Assassination of ‘ 
President Kennedy (Warren Commission) by the Federal Bureau * 
of Investigation (FBI) and various other federal agencies 
were placed in the custody of the Archivist of the United 
States in the National Archives and Records Service (NARS) 

at the conclusion of the Warren Commission's investigation. 
Pursuant to Public Law 62-318 these documents were to 
be reviewed periodically to determine if additional information 
could be made available to the general public. The last 

review was in December, 1975, at which time Warren Commission 
Documents 451 and 651 were determined by the FBI to no 
longer warrant classification and were made available 
to the general public. These documents were not included 
among the approximately 98,000 pages of John F. Kennedy 
Assassination material released in December, 1977, and 

January, 1978. Although you may have had a previous opportunity 
to review these documents at NARS, I am enclosing copies 
of them at this time. Our inventory worksheets pertaining 
to the Kennedy Assassination material, in connection with 
the FOIA release, show the documents were withheld on 

the basis of Title 5, United States Code, Section 552, 

Subsection (b) (1). This is in error and the claim for 

withholding the documents on this basis is hereby withdrawn. 
There is no duplication charge involved in this release. 
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Mr. Harold Weisberg 

Please be advised that a review of the file 
pertaining to Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko is being conducted 
to determine if any additional material can be released 
to you under the provisions of the FOIA. It should be 
noted that much of the file is classified pursuant to 
Executive Order 11652 and the current review is being 
made to determine if current classification is warranted. 

Sincerely yours, 

VWI rte Choxylt hou! 
Allen H. McCrieght, Chief 
Freedom of Information- 

Privacy Acts Branch 
Records Management Division 

Enclosures (2) 

ome
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The following information was furnished on ! 

February 26 and 27, 1964, by YURI IVANOVICH NOSENKO: : sa > | 
NOSENKO said he was Deputy Chief of the Tourist F 

Department, Second Chief Directorate of the Committee for peel 

State Security (KGB) at the tine of his defection Ba 

February 4, 1964, at Geneva, Switzerland, and held the ah = 

rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He said the Second Directorate ~~ 

of the KGB is concerned with the internal security of the Xf 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). 
a 

NOSENKO advised he was familiar with the visit 

of WEE. HARVEY OSWALD to the Soviet Union in the Fall of e
e
e
 

*
 

e
s
 

‘3959 and supervised the handling of the KGB file on OSWALD Ny ae a 

. inthe Tourist Department. 
- \ “ Bs 

“2 st NOSENKO stated that when OSWALD arrived as a ie, 

     

   

yOT tourist in the Soviet Union the KGB had no current interest 

tia din him and possessed no information that OSWALD was a member 

“ay, of the Communist Party, USA, elsewhere, or that he was a 

“yy .member of any pro-Soviet organization. NOSENKO. advised 

8 that upon arrival in Moscow OSWALD contacted Intourist, 

Ga" the official Soviet travel agency. OSWALD informed repre 

Sit; sentatives of the Intourist that he desired to remain in 

tne Soviet Union. Thereafter, OSWALD's case was reforred to "= 

the Seventh (Tourist) Department, Second Main Directorate, § - 

° KGB. * * 
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CE Ly NOSENKO related OSWALD was discouraged from 

= remaining permanently in Russia. It was suggested to 

him that he complete his visit as a tourist and return 

__to the United States. It was further suggested he could Lod 

~+*) thereafter make application through. routine channels at’ it 

_” the Soviet Embassy in the United States for admission as an- 

. Smmigrant to the Soviet Union. 
!      

ke NOSENKO said OSWALD was not regarded by the KGB 

. as being completely normal mentally nor was he considered 

to be very intelligent. He stated it was the desire of the 

KGB that OSWALD depart from Russia as early as convenient 

_ but no effort was made to curtail his visit or to incon=- 

* vanience him during his stay in Russia. NOSENKO stated, 
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In Reply, Please Refer to : \ 

File No. 

aopeneee ean eae oo 

| | | | : 
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Commission No. 45) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Ok 9 ua1aeE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

4 

/ es oS . WASHINGTON 25, D.C. : 

March 4, 1964 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD a 
INTERNAL SECURITY - R ~ CUBA - * of 
  

On March 3, 1964, Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko advised Te 
that at the time of Oswald's arrival in the Union of Soviet my 
Socialist Republics (USSR) in the Fail of 1959, he (Nosenko) = = | 
held the position of Deputy Chief, First Section, Seventh Sey 
Department, Second Chief Directorate (counterintelligence), , | 
KGB (Committee for State Security). This particular Section, 
of which he was then Deputy Chief, handled the KGB investi-~ 
gations of tourists from the United States and British 
Commonwealth countries, 

The First Section, at that time, and at present, 
contains fitteen or sixteen officers, holding ranks of Junior 
Case Officers, Case Officers and Senior Case Officers, At 
the time of Presicent John F., Kennedy's assassination, 
Nosenko stated he then held the position of Deputy Chief, 
Seventh Department, (Tourist Department), Second Chie? 2 atl. 
Directorate, with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. The . i | 

Seventh Department, consisting of approximately ninety _ ton rie 

Case Officers, is responsible for KGB investigations of 3 
tourists from al: non-communist countries, 

Prior to Oswald's arrival in the USSR he was 
completely unknown to the KGB, according to Nosenko. In 
this connection he pointed out that immediately upon 
ssuance of a visa to a person to visit the USSR, the Seventh 

Department (“osurist), Second Chief Directorate, KGB, is 
notified, At that time a preliminary evaluation is made . 

of ths individual and a determination mace as to what action, 
ig any, should be taken by the Tourist Department. Oswald's 
background was not of sufficient importance for the Tourist 
Department to have any advance interest in him and Nosenko 
stated that his first knowlecge of the existence of Oswald 
arose in cbout October, 1959, when Kim Georgievich Krupnov, 
a Case Office> in his Section, reported to him information 

“which Krunnov had received from an Intourist interpreter, It 
was to the effect that Oswald, an American citizen who had 
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LEE HARVEY OSWALA‘™™ ine CD 

INTERNAL SECURITY - R 2™EOKBe 
  

On March 3, 1964, Yuri Ivanovich tNosenko advised 
that at the time of Oswald's arrival in the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics (USSR) in the Fall of 1959, he (Nosenko) 
held the position of Deputy Chief, First Section, Seventh 
Department, Second Chief Directorate (counterintelligence), 
KGB (Committee for State Security). This particular Section, 
of which he was then Deputy Chief, handled the KGB investi- 
gations of tourists from the United States and British 
Commonwealth countries, 

The First Section, at that time, and at present, 
contains fifteen or sixteen officers, holding ranks of Junior 
Case Officers, Case Officers and Senior Case Officers, At 
the time of President John F, Kennedy's assassination, 
Nosenko stated he then held the position of Deputy Chief, 
Seventh Department, (Tourist Department), Second Chief 
Directorate, with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. The 
Seventh Department, consisting of approximately ninety 
Case Officers, is responsible for KGB investigations of 
tourists from all non-communist countries, as 

Prior to Oswald's arrival in the USSR he was _ 
completely unknown to the KGB, according to Nosenko, In i 
this connection he pointed out that immediately upon 
issuance of a visa to a person to visit the USSR, the Seventh 
Department (Tourist), Second Chief Directorate, KGB, is | 
notified, At that time a preliminary evaluation is made 
of the individual and a determination made as to what action, 
if any, should be taken by the Tourist Department, Oswald's 
background was not of sufficient importance for the Tourist 
Department to have any advance interest in him and Nosenko 
stated that his first knowledge of the existence a Oswald 
arose in about October, 1959, when Kim Georgievich¥Krupnov, 
a Case Officer in his section, reported to him information 
which Krupnov had received from an Intourist interpreter, It 
was to the effect that Oswald, an American citizen who had 
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1 , Date _2/28/64 

The following information was furnished on 
February 26 and 27, 1964, by YURI IVANOVICHXNOSENKO: u.s 4, 

  

NOSENKO said he was Deputy Chief of the Tourist 
Department, Second Chief Directorate of the Committee for 
State Security (KGB) at the time of his defection 
February 4, 1964, at Geneva, Switzerland, and held the 
rank of Lieutenant Colonel. ~Hé Sald the Second Directorate 
of the KGB is concerned with the internal security of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) . 

NOSENKO advised he was familiar with the visit 
of LEE HARVEY OSWALD to the Soviet Union in the Fall of 
1959 and supervised the handling of the KGB file on OSWALD 
inthe Tourist Department. 

NOSENKO stated that when OSWALD arrived as a 
tourist in the Soviet Union the KGB had no current interest 
in him and possessed no information that OSWALD was a member 
of the Communist Party, USA, elsewhere, or that he was a 
member of any pro-Soviet organization. NOSENKO advised 
that upon arrival in Moscow OSWALD contacted Intourist, 
the official Soviet travel agency. OSWALD informed repre- 
sentatives of the Intourist that he desired to remain in 
the Soviet Union. Thereafter, OSWALD's case was referred to 
the Seventh (Tourist) Department, Second Main Directorate, — 
KGB. — 

  
NOSENKO related OSWALD was discouraged from 

remaining permanently in Russia. It was suggested to 
him that he complete his visit as a tourist and return 
to the United States. It was further suggested he could 
thereafter make application through routine channels at 
the Soviet Embassy in the United States for admission as an 
immigrant to the Soviet Union. | 

NOSENKO said OSWALD was not regarded by the KGB | 
as being completely normal mentally nor was he considered 
to be very intelligent. He stated it was the desire of the 
KGB that OSWALD depart from Russia as early as convenient 
but no effort wag made to curtail his visit or to incon-— 
venience him during hig stay in Russia, NOSENKO stated       

On _2/26 and a; Fairfax County, Virginia File # WFO 105-3711] 
27/64 
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Senator Anounnzk. Tweleome you both to the committee hearings rreent Inerease ih requests | ras fh hemi Hees [gor ine gre 
u Mr. McCuerairr. In deference to your tight schedule, I have a very received could disrupt this 

brief statement which I would like to read into the record. ‘ As for the other primary 
ae ‘ ni yi . ree s 

TESTIMONY OF ALLEN H. McCREIGHT, INSPECTOR, DEPUTY ASSIST- a Kase heetinee . one 
‘ ANT DIRECTOR, FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY ACTS explains our efforts to ints 

rg BRANCH, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, ACCOMPANIED based wat a ¥ ald ol expt 

E ance and judicial decisions 

‘ : i EY MIVERES EAeAy : 7 of the iS caren of Inform 

t q Mr. McCreraur. Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee While interpretation of ¢ 
oid on Administrative Practice and Procedure, in response to the focus of cerning on which reasonable 

your letter dated September 2, 1977,' concerning (1) the investigatory resolution of basic issues an 

rhq records exemption, and (2) the delay in answering requests, I have Is u considerable step low 
ity limited my opening remarks to those matters. the Freedom of Informatio 

| First, let. me respond to your concern regarding the delay in answer- are involved because the } 
'. ing requests. Hearings by your colleagues m the House of Representa- consider any personal ma 
| tives, specifically the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional cerning himself to be a ; 
' Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, late in the summer of 1976, records concerning the ine 
| led to the FBI’s submission of a proposal to eliminate the FBI’s system ; that is, records | t 
| backlog of FOI/PA requests and to create a permanent operation laws”, then the FBI will 

capable of making timely, dispositive responses to all future requests? FOLA, wherein exemption: 
; This proposal was to be implemented during fiscal year 1977, ata 1S explained in title 28, C: 
: cost of several millions of dollars, which expenditure was absorbed by (b). Thus a requester obtait 
i the FBI from existing funds. The objectives of this proposal were and is granted the broadest 

eo ambitiously targeted for achievement 1 year after submission of the tion. : ik eg eater 
vy proposal. is no 

' During carly 1977 the FBI tested, selected, and trained additional releases are encouraged wh 
personnel to expand our permanent complement from 200 personnel tions are not to be appli 
to 375 personnel. Necessary equipment and additional space within { interests or serious damag 

. FBI headquarters were obtained. may be reasonably anticips 

As of May 1, 1977, the expanded permanent operation had become appropriate excisions. 
a reality. On May 2, 1977, 198 law trained special agents selected The FBI is committed t 
from various field divisions of the FBI arrived in Washington, D.C., of Information and Privacy 
to assist in climination of the backlog of requests. Subsequently, an of money and manpower 
additional 84 law trained special agents were temporarily assigned to matters. Due to the natu 
headquarters to complete the task. The last of the contingent of ment—we work mostly wi 
agents returned to their field assignments September 30, 1977. Their be the most important on 
considerable efforts, dubbed Project Onslaught, allowed this agency government, we must alsc 

to rapidly move toward elimination of the backlog. of those sensitive law ent 
All that remains to complete the Jast of the processing undertaken interest in insuring effect 

during Project Onslaught 1s final duplication of some materials to be Thank you. wx. Th 
released, finalizing consultations with other agencies regarding ap- Senator riangennon en oar 
propriate disposition of their documents surfaced during processing, _ Committees rarely can 
and a limited amount of classification review work associated with sider legislation in Bonen 

some of the more voluminous requests. Therefore, the FBI expects However, I think vith, 
to be making timely responses to all FOI/PA requests within a few formation Act Guse iia 

weeks pen clearing the final paperwork associated with Project a enone d Ow tions 

Onslaught. » SONIC, sions 

I do wish to point oul that the permanent complement projection Bureau pertamung < oe 
is based on receipt of an average of 62.4 requests per workday; and, chronology of my ellorts 

although we have been able to absorb with existing personnel a 15- L See exhibit 115, p. S76 of the w 

1 See exhibit 124, p. 883 of the appendix. 
2 See pp. 783, 78-4 of the appendix.     
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   percent increase in requests to date this calendar year as compared to calendar year 1976, any continuing significant increase in requests received could disrupt this projection. As for the other primary area of concern, identified in your letter as “the investigatory records exemption,” the FBL has submitted prior to these hearings a copy of our FOI/PA reference manual, which explains our efforts to interpret and apply all FOL/PA provisions, based upon 2 years of experience and available administrative guid- ance and judicial decisions, including those pertaining to exemption 7 of the Freedom of Information Act. While interpretation of exemption 7 clearly involves matters con- cerning on which reasonable men may differ, the FBI’s effort attempts resolution of basic issues and narrows the arens of controversy, which is a considerable step toward fair and informed administration of the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act. Both statutes are involved because the policy of the Department of Justice is to consider any personal request by an individual for information con- cerning himself to be » Privacy Act request. However, should the records concerning the individual be contained within an exempted system; that is, records “pertaining to the enforcement of criminal laws”, then the FBI will process the personal request’ under the FOLA, wherein exemption 7 becomes applicable. ‘Phis interpretation is explained in title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, section 16.57 (b). ‘Thus a requester obtains from the FBI the benefit of both statutes and is granted the broadest possible access allowed by law and regula- tion. However, as indicated in the FOI /PA reference manual, access is not to be limited by the strict letter of the law. Discretionary releases are encouraged where public interest is involved; and exemp- lions are not to be applied, unless real harm to important publi interests or serious damage to the personal rights of individuals may be reasonably anticipated, were the record to be released without appropriate excisions. 
he FBI is committed to effective implementation of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts. This is borne out by the expenditure of money and manpower dedicated to full-time handling of these mutters. Due to the nature of our mandate—criminal law enforce- ment—we work mostly with exemption 7 and feel this exemption to be the most important one. While we are committed to openness in government, we must also balance this cominitment with protection of those sensitive uw enforcement tools which also serve the public interest in insuring effective law enforcement. Thank you. 

Senator Aournzk. Thank you. Committees rarely can discuss specifics. Usually we have to con- sider legislation in general terms and amendments to legislation. lowever, I think we are fortunate to have a specific Freedom of In- formation Act case with which we can deal today. That case is my quest for my own file. 
have some questions specifically directed to the actions of the Bureau pertaining to my request. T will begin by reading to you a chronology of my efforts to obtain my particular file.! 

‘See exhibit 115, b. S76 of the appendix. 
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So, that was our position, 
Beyond that, about not acknowledging letters and that sort of thing, Mr, Chairman, if you are looking for a Department. of Justice : representative to defend that sort of practice in 1969, 1970, or any 

! 
other Lime, | am not going to do it. | . Senator Anourgzx. | understand that you would not we are informed that Mr. Weisberg still has 25 EF to date have not been answered. 

Ar. Scuarrir. Mr. Chairman, I can res 20nd to that in part. We had a meeting in my ofliee with Mrs. Zusman, the Chief of 
. 

the Information and Privacy Section in the Civil Division, Mr, Weisberg, and his attorney. Cases like Mr. Weisberg’s are not the 
‘ 

routine freedom of information requests. 1 can assure you that the Department. is going to try to do something about his requests as a whole rather than treating them piecemeal and processing them in strict. chronological order, and this sort of thing. It is w unique request. It is a case of unique historical importance. Mr. Weisberg does have reason to complain about the way he was 
| 

treated in the past. We in the Civil Division are going to try to do 
' e something to straighten out all of those cases. Mrs. Zusman. Mr. Chairman, I would like to expand on Mr. Schaffer’s comments. I am Chief of the litigating section that you referred to and have been in charge of the section for approximately 7 weeks. | would like to explain a little bit of the background of that meeting so that you can understand how importantly we in the Civil ( Division take our responsibilities under the Attorney General’s 

ie guidelines sent to the Federal agencies as a memorandum on May 5. 
, am sure you and your staff are familiar with this document. | Mr. Weisberg has had for some time a number of lawsuits pending. T became acquainted with him in thé late spring—early summer when 1 was asked to assist the assistant U.S. attorney who was orimarily responsible for one of the pending Weisberg lawsuits, I aid meet in ny ollice with Mr. Weisberg and his attorney, Mr. Lesar, and repre- sentatives of the FBI. We had_ several sessions. Excuse me; Mr. Weisberg did not come. It was his counsel, Mr. Lesar who met with us. Then we had a subsequent meeting involving a number of hours where we drafted a stipulation by the parties setting forth a variety of tasks and how they would be performed by the client agency, the Bureau, in trying to satisfy the types of information and the timing of the release of the information, and so forth, in Mr. Weisbere’s very voluminous request. 

This full Mr. Lesar and Mr. Weisberg contacted me and said that they had some problems in regard to the stipulation—which is being carried out and is being fulfilled by the FBI as well as other questions. I invited them to my oflice. At that time | discussed with them a number of problems. T picked up the phone and called Mr. Schaffer’s secretary. T said, “If Mr. Schaffer is in now, we are coming downstairs. Ifold him there. T think there is somebody that he should meet.” . Mr. Schaffer did make the time to see Mr. Weisberg and Mr. Lesar. 
‘ We spent quite a bit of time discussing: the problems. This is the type of effort that we are now putting forth. We are » little bit hampered because, of course, primarily the Civil Division is in the litigation business. But, in this particular area of the law, we have to also put a 
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lot of our efforts into attempts at settlement where it is appropriate, 
and into mediation and arbitration. Very often, plaintiffs file lawsuits 
based on a misunderstanding of the information that they are seeking, 
which they think an agency should have, but it doesn’t. Or they have 
misunderstood something that has been deleted, et cetera. 

[In other words, what [ am trying to indicate is that there is a very 
broad aren where we are trying to be innovative as to reducing the 
number of lawsuits by working directly with plaintiffs and with plaintiffs’ 
counsel. It can be very successful. It does depend upon a lot of man- 
power. ‘This is something we are working for. 

Another case that is an example of this approach occurred where a 
national newspaper represented by Washington, D.C., counsel made 
request for a large number of files on a number of celebrities long since 
dead, in the entertainment field and, in addition, Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt. After the Bureau processed the entertainment figures, the 
question arose: What was it that the plaintiff requester really wanted 
from the files concerning the former President, Franklin Roosevelt? 

It turned out the way the FBI muintained its file system, we were 
talking about 25 pages of BI files index citations and thousands and 
thousands and thousands of pages of files. Lt became possible for 
plaintiff’s counsel, based on the previous relationship with FBI 
personnel under my supervision in working on the other aspects of 
the request, to ask me to sample at random from the files; which I did. 

Plaintiff's counsel accepted my representations as to the type of 
material [ found in the sample. We talked about what his client, a 
national newspaper, was looking for, which was specifically personal 
material, which did not appear to be there. The final stage was when 
the FBI personnel suggested to me that I ask plaintiff’s counsel if he 
would want to random sample from these files because it was felt 
that they were so old and the nature was such that privacy and 
confidential source aspects just were not relevant in this area, and 
they were willing to waive this consideration. 
That is how it became resolved. Plaintiff’s counsel did pick a random 

sample. That material was Xeroxed. He did look at it. He consulted 
with his chent. They determined that it was not worth his: clent’s 
investment financially (o pursue it becruse it did not uppear that he 
would be able to get what he wanted to get. 

This is the kind of work we are trying to do now. 
Senator ABouREzK. You are saying there wasn’t enough scandal in 

there to satisfy him. 
Mrs. Zusman. You said it, Senator; I did not. 
Mr. Suga. Mr. Chairman, could I mention, in the context of Mr. 

Weisberg, that he is requesting both Martin Luther King and, I 
believe, John Kennedy assassination materials. I have had one of 
my more senior attorneys acting both as an ongoing reviewer and 
consultant to the people processing the file at the Bureau now for 
over a year. As a result of this ongoing process, there have been 
approximately 20,000 pages of FBI records that have been, not only 
released to Mr. Weisberg on the King assassination, but are available 
for public inspection in the FBI’s reading room. 

So, the wheels may grind a bit slowly, but we are addressing the 
problem that is presented by these voluminous requests. 
Senator Anoun“zk. J would like to return to some policy questions. 

Mr. Shea, you and others from the Justice Department and the FBI 
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Thada tony talk this morning with Congressman Gerald Rien e rd : 
(R.~ Michigan) tn his office. Me asked that Ieome up to see him; Upon arriving he : 
told me he wanted to talk in the ¢ strictest of confidence. This was agreed to. [io 

Earl. Ford told me he was somewhat disturbed about the manner in which | 
Chief Juslicddy arren was carrying on his Chatrmanship of the Presidential Commissions , 
He“explained that the first mistake that Warren made was his ajtempt to establish a [° 
“one man commission" by appointing a Chief Counsel, War reh- Olney, that was his owgi., ig | 
protege. Ford stated that after the mention of Olney's name by the Chief Justice, at 8 a! 
their first meeting, AlloNaulies, former Director of CIA, protested quite violently. » ‘\t 
Because of Dulles’ protest, the other members told Warren that they would like to know, 3 
nore about Olney prior to giving their consent. It ¢ oy ; -, 

roe. 
. On the occasion of their second mecting, Ford and Hale Bogus Joload No a} 
with Dulles. Hale Boys told Warren flatly that Olney would not be acceptable and that SS: 
he (Borys) would not work on the Commission with Olney. Warren put up a stiff ‘ 
argument but a compromise was made when the name of Lee Rankin, was mentioned, b ~ ~ 
Warren stated he knew Rankin and could work with his / oh, cf Co bbe { te sul. T fe 

n oD US a yichelas de . wom wee OR a ‘1: tey) 
Ford told me that he was currently having problems nnennnel: ‘as U & 

jase of the members of the Commission desired to go along with the recomm fenton 

e% 

made in Deputy Attorney Gener: avy Cutzenbach's letter to the Commission dated 12-9-63 
In this letter, Katzenbach recommended that the Commission make an immediate 4 ; 

; Press release pointing out that the FBI report clearly showed there was no internation: 
| sconspiracy or collusion and that Oswald was a loner. Ford stated he was a minority of i 

one that did not want to vive out any press release until the Commission had hada 3 
thorough opportunity to review and disc ung the F BI reports an noted th. ut te ieee was, i 
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Oswald's shirt was snagged (In committer last night. 
ythe rifie that killed Presiteat! Oswald's finger prints were 
John bP. Kyeyrdy, une FE re-|found on the rifle: a hand- 
port of Sie Ege el iin, sites writing analysts showed he 

Disclosure of this diladuce bought the gun under an as- 
‘against the 24-year-old Oswald, ! sumed nume on March 20 
Himself slain two days after; from a Chicago mall order 
Mr. Kennedy's death. ts re-}house and his) finger prints 
durded as one of the MOS! were found on curdbourd buxes 
sohd pleces of evidence of his'on which the BNIper apparently 
guile. bruced himself for the shots 

Officials shid wisps of brown !that wounded Tex. Gov Con- 
shirt material were caugnt Inj tally and okittled = President 
metal parts of the 6.5 mm. ,nccnnedy. 
Trallan-made carbine found on 
the fifth floor of the Terns Report Not Relcasea 
Schoo! Book Depository Hulld-g The report) was given the 
ng oa few minutes after thedeommision by the Justice De- 

   

fata) shots were fired on No ‘lartinent after an exhaustive’ 
vember 22. review. Chief Justice Earl War- 
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ing a brown shirt of the saoepvicwed It and “Laken whatever 
Material. Oswaid clajmed hefachon ts deemed appropriate.” 
had chanred hus shirt in hus! Meanwhile, the Senate yes- 
rooming huuse after lenving: | bercay Unfinimously approved @ 
the Assussination aren, but this resolution Riving broad powers 
proved to be untaue Of subpocna to Che eomunissian. 

» FBI crime laboratory tech-! Under the resolution, now be- 
adcians determined by micro-! fore the House, the commission 
scopic and other scientific: would have the power to force 
Menns that the frapment of testimony fiom any reluctant 
Bhirt material cane from the witnesses — by gianting = im- 
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‘oinmiaston continued to with-: { 3 ans om hold couiment on the-comerits| . of the report. It was learned Gale Ge — that the report concludes there} Rose VU can be no doubt of Oswald's \ > gullet, 

5 Uy 
The report also concludes 

thet O:weld acted alone and 
had no connecthon with Jack 
Leon Muby, the 52-year-old 
nlgh€ club operator who shot 
‘him on November 24 in the 
‘Dasement of Dallas Polise 
Headquurters. . 
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ballistics comparison that the 
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